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FIREFIGHTERS AT WORK---L7 Members of the Murray-Calloway County
Rescue Squad spray water on a fire Sunday at the former location of
Murray Machine and Tool Co. on Industrial Road. The squad received the
call at 2:33 p.m. and remained on the scene until 10 p.m. before being

.„
started again. The cause of
blaze
the
when
morning
this
called back early
the fire is unknown pending an investigation.
..Staff Photo Pie Debbie N. lei,

Rep. Carroll Hubbard Finally Confirms
RumorAbout State-Gubernatori
Indorms
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)- Confirming
what had .been rumored for months,
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky., says that
he definitely will announce Dec. 11 that
he is a candidate for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination.
The official announcement will come
in a series of press conferences around
the state, Hubbard said Saturday in a
telephone interview.
Last week it was reported that
Hubbard had organized a "Carroll
Hubbard for Governor Committee" and

registered it with the ...Kentucky
Registry of Election Finance in Frankfort.
Registry forms said the committee
would become active Dec. 11, the same
day Hubbard said he would announce
his candidacy.
First reports of Hubbard saying that
he would announce came from an interview he did with Dr. Ray Mofield, a
professor in the journalism and radiotelevision department at Murray State
University.

statement on a spur-of-the-moment
basis, Mofield said.
The professor said he had asked
Hubbard about the establishment of the
campaign committee. "He said, 'Well,
I'll give you a scoop,- Mofield said.
The candidate said he plans on
maintaining an active schedule. "I plan
on being all over Kentucky in the next
few weeks and yet I will still tend to
congressional duties," Hubbbri SAW
"As I said on July 6 and 7 in nine
press conferences around the state,
there will be happenings and
revelations in Frankfort and the
strongest candidate tonight might not
be the strongest candidate on Dec. 11."
Hubbard said.

In the interview, broadcast Saturday
on a western Kentucky radio station,
Hubbard said:
"I'm very happy to be a
congressman, and I've been a state
senator from western Kentucky, and
I'm very concerned about our state
government and what is happening in
Frankfort, and I do plan to announce
for governor of Kentucky on Dec. 11,
and I will have more- to -say on that
later."
Apparently Hubbard made the

Total Of 27 High School Bands
Set To Compete In MSU Festival
Twenty-seven outstanding high
school marching bands from four states
will compete in the third -annual
Festival of Champions in Roy Stewart
Stadium at Murray state :University _
Oct. 28.
All bands will be evaluated on music,
marching, and general effect' in •
preliminary competition to begin at 11. a.m. A panel of 10 judges will select the
eight highest-scoring units to participate in the finals from 7 to 9 p.m.
Finalist bands will be competing for
several honors, including Grand
Champion., Reserve Grand Champion,
and the title of Kentucky State High
School Marching Band Champion.
Other awards to be presented during
the evening will be for most outstanding
drum majors, flag and rifle corps,'
percussion section, and soloist and for
best marching, highest score in music,
and highest score in generaleffect.
Kentucky bonds to participate in the
competition sponsored by the Racer
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chance
of showers
Considerable cloudiness with a
chance of showers today, windy
and turning cooler. "High in the
low 70s. Showers ending this
evening, cloudy and much cooler
tonight. Lows in the low and mid
40s. Tuesday mostly cloudy and
cooler. Highs in the mid and
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Egypt got -something on paper," a
loosely worded formulation in the
preinidge of The treaty.
' A fire Sunday at the former location
But the link apparently Is not tight
of Murray Machine and Tool Co. on
enough to have prevented Dayan from
Industrial Road rendered the building a
telling reporters the treaty "stands on
complete loss except for the front of- - its own" and "is not conditional or
fice. The building was sold last month
depending on any other agreement."
to Orr Iron Co. of Evansville, Ind.
The text of the draft treaty has not
Three units of the Calloway County
been released, so full details are not
Rescue Squad, which received the call
available. Dayan was presenting it to
at 2:55 p.m.,stayed at the scene until le
the Israeli Cabinet today. 'There is no
p.m. The Murray Fire Department
schedule for President Anwar Sadat's
stood by during the fire. The squad was
consideration, according to Egyptian
called back to the site around 2 a.m.
embassy spokesman Mohammed
today by the Murray Police Departsment when the fire started again.
No date has been set for signing the
A spokesman for the Rescue Squad
document, but both sides have
said the cause of the blaze was unknown
discussed the possibility of a joint
pending an investigation. A fire field
ceremony in Cairo and Jerusalem on
was brought under control by the squad
Nov. 19, the first anniversark of
near the building on Saturday, and it is
President Anwar Sadat's historic visit
not-known whether the fires are
to Jerusalem.
related.
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Band of Murray State include:
Ohio; John Armstrong, Anniston, Ala..
Murray, Christian County, HenTerry Gentry, Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Steve
derson County, Daviess County,
Betz, Hobart, Ind.; and Robert Kidd,
Hopkinsville, Lafayette, Marshall
Murray.
lasgow, Drakesboro,
Country._
David A. Wells, director of the Racer
Russellville, Central City, Danville,
Band,said the festival, which attracted ,
Franklin-Simpson, Apollo, Lone Oak,
27 bands and directors and AtT14.ite
Reidland, and Caldwell County.
educators from 14 states in the fill of
Out-of-state bands include: Columbia
1977, serves as an educational service
Ceniral,Overton, Montgomery Central,
for the improvement of participating
Antioch, Milan, and Cumberland
bands.
County, all from Tennessee; NorTickets purchased in advance are $2
thmont and Grove City, both from
each and are good for both the
Ohio; and Kosciusko from Mississippi.
preliminary and the finals Tickets
Judging the competition is a 10purchased at the gate are $3 for adults
member panel made up of some of the
and $2 for students for both sessions.
nation's most outstanding music.---Admission for either the preliminary or
educators. They include:
the final is $2 for adults and $1 for
A. R. Casavant, Chattanooga, Tenn.;
students.
Doyle Heffron, East Dundee, Ill.;
Advanced ticket purchases may be
Anthony D'Andrea, Martin, Tenn.; Jim
made through the Racer Band Office in
Ott, Atlanta, Ga.; Tom Roe, St. Cloud,
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on the
Minn.; Dwight Somerville, Shelby,
campus (telephone) 502 762-4395.
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Caldwell Rail Cleanup
Slated To Begin Today

--PRINCETON, Ky. TAP) - Crews
Gordon Whole of the state Office of
were scheduled today to place a
Disaster iind Emergency Services the
damaged chlorine tanker onto a flat car
three chlorine tankers would bemoved
to kick off what officials hope is the
away by rail after crews had placed the
final phase of a week-long cleanup
damaged tanker on a flatcar.
effort near here.
Crews have worked alongside federal
Griggs said that once the chlorine
and state officials since the derailment
cars have been taken away, crews will
last Tuesday of an Illinois Central Gulf
move the burning vinyl chloride cars a
Railroad train. The derailment of the
safe distance away from the derailment
site so that repair crews can open the
chemical cars, as well as a week-long
fire involving two tankers containing
MemphisLouisville line to regular
vinyl chloride, has kept about 20
service.
,
families away from their homes for
Griggs
added that earthen dikes
almost e week.
would be built around cars carrying
Richard Griggs of the federal
powdered chemicals to prevent any
Environmental Protection Agency said
washoff in the event of rain.
that all but two derailed cars had been
moved away Sunday from the irn- • According to Griggs, the state fire
mediate area of the derailment. He said
Marshal has indicated that he *will
four of the cars - carrying chlorine,
maintain the evacuation zone of a onevinyl chloride and butadiene - were
mile radius of the derailment site, at
placed back on the rails whiles12 pthrs
least until the chlorine tankers are
• tiaeC been moved into a nearby field.
from iii. area
.
..removed
,
The PurPose of tilu. 191_ertilig the-cara— EPA -continued its monitoring of air
rate
an a ow easier
aecestto the two burning vinyl chloride
and 'water to guard against cop-•,110
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announced the,y were going home to
consult with their cabinet about issues
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan said he
was "very doubtful" the delegations
could resolve themselves.
But the Israelis observed the Jewish
ban on travel during the 24 hours of the
Sabbath, beginning Friday at sundown.
President Carter used that time.
Hemet until nearly midnight with the
delegations at the White House Friday.
Then, the two sides met for four hours
Saturday, Sherman said. During those
meetings, the two difficult issues
dividing the delegations were resolved.
One was the timetable for
establishing full diplomatic relations. It
had not been specified in the
agreements reached at Camp David.
The second was satisfying the
Egyptian demand for language in the ,
treaty linking the Egyptian-Israeli
peace to solving the West Bank, Gaza
Strip and Palestinian problems.
Egypt had demanded the language so
It-could show the Arab world it was not
abandoning the Palestinians. Israel
resisted on the grounds that the peace
with Egypt should not be contingent on
any other developments.
The eventual result, according to
American sources, was a "50-50
compromise."

By ROBERT B.CULLEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Egypt and
Israel stand today on the verge of
completing a peace treaty that will end
30 years of war and change the political
and military situations in the Middle
East.
-The principal issues in the
negotiations have been resolved so far
as the Egyptian and Israeli delegations
are concerned," State Department
spokesman George Sherman announced Sunday.
. The next steps are up to the Israeli
and Egyptian governments. They will
have to approve the draft of the treaty
before it can be signed.
'
In addition, the delegations must
resolve several other issues, Sherman
said, including terms for the sale of oil
Israel discovered in the occupied Sinai,
which will be returned to Egypt.
The breakthrough in the talks came
Friday and Saturday, after the Israelis
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MIDDLE SCHOOL GROUNDWORK - Grading began in earnest Friday near Calloway County High as crews with '
Mullins Construction Company of Benton began preliminary grading work for a new county middle school and an '
athletic field house. Total cost of the construction project, which went to Hal Wright Construction Company of
.
Mayfielci.•is $1.9 million. The new school will be located behind Calloway Count* High and school system adviesvinstre ---r--, --- -ministrative offices and will house about 600 students. School cifficials are shown in-the bottom pich
seanet-Pietowed*ism +eft,is-Charlie'I-reciter,trail p rtaltOTE an crru pll peislifnerdliet. •
.
plans.with sonstruction-94.4
tor, Johnny Bohannon,educational supervisor, Charles Mullins, ww.lruction company owner,and lubie arrish, as a
rbi_Callawayt'oritfloard Mut a tion.
in_s_mile\
--Statf Photos by Lowell Atchiey'
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Your Individual
Horoscope

"Dealt

Frances Drake

FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 24, 1978
What kind of day will today
tomorrow be' To find out what CAPRICORN
Dec M to Jan. 20)
K. stars say, read the
Drop out at the !metal seen.:
ytitir-Tsiirjh
=foment &eft ---What's most important is
Sign
relaxation, a quiet time to sort
•
ARIES
out emotions and evaluate
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
your life. Tact on your part can avert AQUARIUS
a quarrel. Show your interest ( Jan. 21 to Feb' 19) VJ
is sincere; avoid a tendency to
Your creativity knows no
ask too many questions.
bounds. If you give it free
TAURUS
." reign, you will do the best
.
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
work of the year right now.
Patience is the virtue • you PISCES
need today. Those near and
127
'
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20 "
dear will be aggravated if you
A little encouragement is
give into temper for trivial• making you leap to the wrong
reasons.
-conclusion. Keep a cool head
-GEMINI
'and play,a waiting game.
May 22 to June 21
Your social life takes a turn
YOU BORN TODAY live life
for the better before the to the hilt. You work and play
week's out. Charge yout hard and tend to burn the
-, batteries fck• the fun that lies candle at both ends. You are
ahead.
physically strong but, even so,
yaw should slow down. Learn
. CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)00 -shoderation. You have the gift
•,.You may doubt .1t.: but you Cd_. _enthusiasm, a flair for
great
and
can trust your intuition where originality,
romance or businesS is con- executive ability. Your many
cerned. Your ability to figure talents plus your powers of
things out is positively un- concentration and your desire
canny.
for success should give you a
full and happy life. One of your
LEO
greatest as:sets: The ability to
July 24 to Aug. 23 )
Don't let family or friends cut away layers of confusion
influence you when it comes to and get right to the heart of
an important decision. Listen the matter. Another plus:
to their views, weight the Your flair for diplomacy.
facts, make up your own Birthdate of: Anton van
Leeuwenhoek, microscopist;
mind. ,
Moss Hart. playwright. •
VIRGO
‘
el
• (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23 ) nr k-!
A close relationship that's
on the skids can be salvaged.
It's up to you, and the outcome
depends on how you handle the
- STRODE BOY
situation.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Allen
LIBRA
Strode of Owensboro- • anSept. 24 to Oct. 23 X
birth of-s baby boy,
Force yourself to work at nounce the
weighing
Richard.
Jason
matter
routine
A
capacity.
full
13,.
ounces,
pounds
seven
could develop into one of great,
_importance. so imp.on ..your _ measuring 193.a. inches, born
on Wednesday, Oct. 18, at the
toes.
Owensboro-Daviess CoeMy
SCORPTO
Hospital
24 .to Nov_ 224
The father is self employed
not
Your hopes are
unreasonable.• If you take as a farmer, and the mother,
action and make an extra the former Karen Hendon of
effort, there's no reason why
Murray, is a student at
dreams can't be realized.Brescia College, Owensboro.
SAGITTARIUS
Grandparents are Mr. and
Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 nteV Mrs. J. R. Strode of OwenYour life won't take a turn sboro and Mr. and Mrs. L. J.
for the better until you stop* Hendon of Murray. Great
living in the past. Let grandparents are Mrs. Lee
memories fade. Live for Foster of Owensboro and Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Ro,wland and
Mrs. H. L. Hendon. all of
Murray.

FILM, FUSN CUES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES,
Arteratl Studios
'is se. Ira •

MAWS,

ivvvvioniisaf

Seaside arrowgrass, a
common
marsh
plant
resembling grass in southern
Saskatchewan, is poisonous to
cattle and sheep. Some substances in the plant are
converted to cyanide in the
body.

Tuesday Is Bargain Mite
At These Theatres
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tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call J53-)14

Prut REVENGE
7:25
18194
UTNE
9:25
00FiNKPANTRK
-
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Linda fionstadt & Jimmy Buffett
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DEAR ABBY: I just read your answer to RENO.- a
widow, 44, with two nice children, a lovely home, no debtand a steady income, who wonders where all the decint Mei
are. tAll she meets are men who want to rush her into bed
You assured her there were still plenty of decent men out
there somewhere.) Nowhere did you mention how lucky she
was to have had one man, two nice children, a lovely home.
no debts and a steady income (without working, probably).
I'm 45. have never had a husband,- will never have
children. and have supported myself for 25 years. I'm struggling-to starour-ortkIT:ilia pray dint my income will (-On
tinue to be steady.
You're a little naive, Abby. There aren't that many decent
men around -if you mean by that ft. man who wants to get
married to other than a 22-year-old who's slept around for
five years.
I can't find a decent man. ENO has already had one.
That's.better than some of
Plus she's had all those nice
fringes. Try it without a husband. No lovely home, no kids.
and everyone thinks you're a lesbian becauso you've never
married. Believe me. Abby, the widows and divorcees fare
better.
OW.IN CHICAGO
DEAR J.: Thanks. I never realized how lucky that
44-year-old widow was until you pointed it out. That
reminds me of the man who complained because he had no
shoes- then he met a man who had no feet.
DEAR ABBY: I hope you can helpine. I am an alcoholic. I
am also quite deaf. I have attended two Alcoholics
Anonymous meetings and I couldn't hear what was being
said so it didn't help me one bit.
I wrote to the A.A. main office and they suggested that I •
go to a. certain chapter and explain my problem. Well, I
did -and they started to shout at me. I know they meant
well, but they sure didn't know how to deal with deaf people
because shouting is not the answer. It only made me
- nervous. Naturally, I beat a hasty
Any suggestions?! am certain that I am not the only deaf
person with this problem.
.DEAF ALCOHOLIC
DEAR DEAF ALCOHOLIC:. Ha4 you considered lip
reading? If not, that might be your solution. You don't say
where you live. Please write again and let me know.
Perhaps 1 can put you in touch with an A.A. member who
1111110M1 yeller problem and has a better solution.
•---DEARAB.111;__Aman_signell.'Vie in. Valibu''_wriate _that h
was divorced and had two children,9 and 11. He said his exwife refused to let their children visit him for two weeks in
the summer because he had a live-in lady friend. You told
him to tell his lady friend to get lost for two weeks so the
kids wouldn't see how he was living.
I highly disagree with your advice. Abby:I am 12 and my
brother is 9. Our parents are divorced, and we visit my
father every summer fora month. The fact that ht lives with
a lady has not corrupted us. She happens to bea very nic-17
woman. We would feel much worse if .e weren't able to
visit our father at all. It is better having a woman around the
house than to have a different one come in.every two days.
,
ME IN S(;ARSDALE

Girl Scout Troops At
North Hold Hike Day

PIZZA

I

Kentucky Lake Chapter NARFE
Plans Luncheon & Boat-Cruts' e

LUNCHEON MENU

S.

1 Corned
Beef on Rye
$2.05
The KentitAy•Lake Chapter Homer Miller, Keith Morris,
Std nip,1.J0rirayf 1h(0 of rh/t sNe 0? tem (heel. and out spup or the JA.
of the National Assocition of Richard Cullom, Lee Fox, 0.
2 Crunch
$2.25
Retired Federal Employees C. McLemore, Norman Klapp,
Breaded boneress °nave steai hes sked tomato
,
held its regular meeting in the Hillard Rogers, M. C. Henry,
3
Ham
Steak
on
Rye
$1.95
World
the
Ira
of
Woodmen
Byerly, William Dunston,
A een,voi,S ponton OS Cent!
,
(
"ern and thee 00 >rni cheese toned .411
04M .0u0 ot the der
building with Robert Douglas Herbert Boyd, C. 0. Bonpresiding.
durant, Lindel Begley, and
WEIGHT-WATCHERS LUNCHEON SPECIAL
Douglas gave a report on the Gussie Adams.
S oa Chew peach halt seth
cottage cheese and a coo of aOup
held
convention
in
national
4
New Orleans in September.
$295
He was assisted by Keith
BLEEDERS
Moms and C. 0. Bondurant
iP.S: My father made me write this.)
5 Fish & Chips
$1.85
.who also attended the confender Inh fillets golden nod chops and hushoupptes sent. terra, .kg•
NEW
YORK
(AP)
The
vention.
.National Hemophilia Foun- 6 The Best Hamburger in'Town
$1.75
Plans for the fourth quarter
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
oir+rre, pound ot beet on a PQM* seed bun tuns dteisect n,th
A
stye
,nes
dation
has started a drive to
Cheese added at no cost upon fel:Nest
meeting of members and
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular:
locate and register all
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $I with a Iseg.
associates were finalized. This
7 Spaghetti - Lovers Delight . . $2.95
American
hemophiliacs,
he.111eIn.dr
self-addressed, stamped 128 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
e
and a
will be a luncheon at the
1,
Lasky Drive, Beverl% Hills, Calif. 90212.
Kenlake Hotel on Friday, Oct. launching the nation's first
27, at twelve noon. Following .national hemophilia registry.
- The registry is expected to
OUR FAMOUS SALAD BAR, AlWAYS A FAVORITE
lunch those who have made
reservations will board the--- provide for the first time in- 8
A meal in Itself
ONlY $2.25
e1
/
4
.
e.ao
pleasure boat, "Princess," at formation about how many
•
hemophiliacs
there
are
in
the
1:30 p.m. for a cruise around
the immediate area of Ken- United States and where, what
kind of care they are getting 9 French Dip
$2.25
tucky Lake. A letter from the
Hot Law See On Oren fresh tamed sr
stesi Ines
and
how
much
it
costs.
•
The Murray High Chapter of Lindsey, mother of Mary secretary will be sent to all
WE OPEN FOR LUNCH AT 11:00 EVERY bAY
The foundation describes
the Future Homemakers of Lindsey, Mrs. Henry Fulton, members pertaining to this
hemophilia
as
a
congenital
We hove o private dining room thot.will'setup to 40 peop4o,
America Club held its formal mother of Stacy Fultorglfrii.-- meeting.
there is no
blood clotting disorder which
charge for the use of the room, but we do require that you
initiation of new members in a Bob Wynn, mother of Linda
Those attending in SepSot.
We con prepare special items for lorge groups -Football Teams
candlelight ceremony, with Burris, and Mrs. Charles tember were Robert Douglas, results from a hereditary
or dub
President Karen Bailey Roberts, mother of Kathy Van Valentine, Max Hurt, defect in the blood's clotting meetings. The normal tip for the woitress is 15 percent of the mepl Tip
not included in the price of the meal
presiding on Tuesday, Oct.
Gene Tarry, Lowell Palmer, mechanism. _
. 10, Roberts.
at 5:30 p.m.
Thirty-two new members
GOODNEWS! If you've ever wanted a big beautiful LIFE SIZE COLOR PORTRAIT of yourself or someone you lore, but didn't buy
were installed.
it because it cost from $50 to $250, THEN you won't want to miss this LIFE SIZE COLOR PORTRAIT SALE.
Mary Morris, secretary.
By CECILY BROWNSTONE —
read the minutes and Sharon
Asooclahyd Press Food Editor
. Whaley. treasurer gave her.
report.-- The group also - SUNDAY BRUNCH
discussed the money making
.
Vegetable Juice
project.
Egg Pancake
Beverage
ALLEN MATLOCK'S
The devotion was given by
EGG PANCAKE Karen Brandon, devotional
Lingonberry preserves may
leader. Claudia Billington,
recreational leader, gave a be substituted for the cranberry
sauce.
relaxer on making "rain."
3 large eggs
Susan Crass and Stacy
1,2 cup all-purpose flour
Fulton discussedthe Arthritis /
1
2 cup milk
Drive, in which the club will S. cup butter
be participating early in
Cranberry sauce
November.
Beat together the eggs, flour
Bust vignette semi-glossy finish
Serving as members-at- and milk - the batter should
large at the regional meeting be a little lumpy. In 'a 10-inch
from the Murray High black iron skillet (or similar
Chapter were Lora Thompson heavy skillet with an ovenproof
and Gina Shipley who or detachable handle), heat the
butter on top of the range until
reported on the meeting.
hot and foamy. Off heat, at
Bust vignette Lifetime finish, guaranteed to last as long as you live.
Chapter Mothers for the once pour in the batter. Bake in
1978-1979 year were elected a preheated 425-degree oven unwho are Mrs. Paul Mansfield, til puffed( this will be in irregumother of Dana Mansfield, lar shape) and browned - • 20
Mrs. Gene Bailey, mother of minutes. Serve with cranberry
Karen Bailey, Mrs. Alfred_ sauce. Makes 2 to 4 servings.
Buy this fantastic portrait special or just come in and register. TOM POGUE STUDIOS WILL HAVE
A DRAWING FOR
THE $1,000 ON DEC. 1, 1978.

Murray High FHA Has
Initiation, Members

awarded.

Singles U1
at 7:30 p.m,
of the First
Church. Th
single adult!

Adult
Discussion
meet tonig
Oct. 30.

Parents
meet at
Lutheran
Main Street
informatior
753-9261.
. -Recovery
7:3.0p.ii. al
North Set
Streets.

Flu Muni
persons 65 I
with resp
diseases or
Calloway
Center fro
a.m. and on

Blood Ri
WMU will
Spring Ba
seven p.m.

League I
will sponso
and County
eight p.m.
Ordway FE
University
members w

First Dist
King and Qt
at Student(
-Murray Sta'

-'-Arts
and
_
senior. citize
.be held at S
1620 Main
p.m. Call
p.m. for trar

Reservati
luncheon on
Murray Cot
be made
Overbey,ch

Artisan(
Brandon
Between
continue lhi

Tuesd
Oak Grot
WMU will
Humphreys

COOKING
IS FUN

3 BEAUTIFUL PORTRAITS FOR $6"
ONE FULL COLOR
LIVE SIZE 16 by 20
PLUS TWO 8 by lOs
PAY ONLY $1" DOWN

AllatilAL •
MOWN ltEl

WIN $1000 Cash For Christmas

A UNIAtASAL PICTU0f

,Thru Thur.

By Abigail Van Burerl

,

11.1106a4 P,C*
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Unhappily lin-married

Selection Committee Officials today invited women
from all _osier. .Kentucky to
apply for entry hi this years
event. The annual beauty
pageant will be staged in
Padocah on January 27, 1979,
and is the official statewide
Miss U.S.A. preliminary.
There is no talent competition. All judging is on the
basis of poise, personality,
and beauty. All applicants
must be between 18 and 28,
never married, and a resident
or dorm student in the state.
BAZAAR TUESDAY — The annual Christmas bazaar will be held tomorrow, Tuesday,
The girl chosen Miss
Oct. 24,from eleven a.m. to three p.m. in the social hall of the First United Methodist
Kentucky 1979 will receive an
Church. Shown here making preparations for the bazaar are members of the First
all expense paid trip to
United Methodist Church Women,left to right, Eloise King, Mud Robertson, Lora Ashrepresent us in the Miss
croft, Kathryn Walker, Nell Eaton, Freda Butterworth, Barbara Erwin, Myrtle Doeglas,
U.S.A. pageant. Numerous
Rebecca Iry an, Zula Sykes, and Clarice Sparkman,4n d standing, Juliet Wallis.
other
prizes, wardrobe,
Staff photo by Debbie N.tee
jewelry -are awarded to the
winner.
All girls interested in
EXHIBITS
competing for the title should
write to Miss Kentucky PRINCETON, N.J.(AP)Universe,
P.O. Box-1445,
An exhibition of photographs
by Ansel Adams from the Paducah, Ky. 42001..
The event is an annual
Girl Scout Troops No. 121 Anderson, Dina Duncan, Lori
museum's collection is on
project of the Paducah
and
Rebecca
and No. 288 from North Walker,
display until Oct. 29 at the Art
Jaycees.
Calloway Elementary School Shawver.
Museum
of
Princeton
Troop
No. 121 had worked
held an outdoor day on
University.
Some 8.9 million gallons of
Saturday, Sept. 30, at .the with the Brownies last year
Classical art from the wine worth more than $6.4
Murray-Calloway County and members earned their
museum's collection will be million was exported from
Park. A nature hike was led by Junior Circle badges prior to shown Nov. 11-Dec.
17, and Argentina during the first half
the hike day.
Mrs. Yvette Pyle.
graphic works of Odilon of 1978, with 35.6 percent of the
Both troops-participated in a
Girls in Troop No. 121 are Redon will be on show Nov.17- table wines going to the United
rededication to Scouting and a Kim Borders,
Dana Cun- Dec.17.
States.
Fly-Up ceremony to Junior ningham, Valerie
Duncan,
Scouting for Troop No. 288.
Buffy Elkins, Marcia Ford,
receiving
Girls
their . Michelle Ford, Johnna
Jones, Welcome to. . .
Brownie wings and Girl Scout
Debbie Key, Jill Rowland,
pins were Ruth Ann Black, Carla Wagoner,
and Beth
Janice
Thow, Christy Woodall.
lpetUTI;t198
e
Eldridge, Clio], Phillips,
Leaders of Troop 288 are
Tammy
Barnett, Anita
Wagoner, Amy Pyle, Melody Mrs. Peggy Newsom, Mrs.
& SPAGHETTI
Kernel!, Tina Hudson, Natalie Sherry Hudson, and Mrs.
McDougal, Kelly Newsom, Carolyn Anderson. Leader of
.Gwendolyn Bailey, Renee Troop 121 is Mrs.Sue Ford.
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Closed 'til Friday

Hello,stranger
Searching for answers to all those wholwhatiwhere
questions about your new city'
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's thy job to
helpyou get over the hurdles of being a newcomer
By bringing you some useful gifts. Comitunity info
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very
first'nics things to happen when you're new here

Hours: 12 NOON till 2 P.M. and 4 P.M. Iii 8 P.M.

JC1ng492-8348

TUESDAY ONLY, Oct. 14
VERNON'SLTD...
Olympia Plaza

Mary.HarnMon753-5,570
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Photographylity Tom Pogue Studios •
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No appointment needed. No age limit. Minors must bring a parent to be photographed and to see
proofs. All customers are
required to select from proofs in person. Limit, one special per family. FAMILY GROUPS,$2
extra. Pay Photographer $1
sitting fee.
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Monday,October 23
.
Rangers and Rangerettes
w ill have a Halloween party at
the Woodmen of the World
Hall from 6:30 to eight p.m.
1. Each one is asked to come in

,mmittee Oflofted women
Kentucky to
hi this years.
nnual beauty
be staged in
wary 27, 1979,
cial statewide

Lion gallons of
ore than 16.4
'ported from
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$2.05
$2.25
$1.95
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.$1.85
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$1.75
$2.95
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. Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 pm. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. This is open to all
single adults, 18 or older.
Adult
Great
Books
Discussion Group will not
, meet tonight, but will meet
Oct. 30.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 15th and
Main Streets, at 7:15 p.m. For
information call 759-1792 or
753-9261.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. atthell-Itititthfenter
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Flu immunization clinic for
persons 65 or older or persons
with respiratory or heart
diseases or diabetes will be at
Calloway County Health
Center from eight to 11:30
a.m. and one to four p.m.

"Sound of Music" will be
presented by Murray Civic
Music Association at eight
p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens including devotion at
10:05 a.m., library program at
11:1:20 a.m., lunch at von,and
band practice at one p.m..
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. aCthe
Health Center.
Murray Quota ,Club will
meet at Triangle Inn at twelve
noon.

Recreation for senior
Blood River Associational
WMU will meet at Sinking citizens will be at Ellis Center
Spring Baptist Church at from six to nine p.m. For
transportation call 753-0929 by
seven p.m.
three p.m.
League of Women Voters
will sponsor "Meet The City
Eva Wall Mission Group of
and County School Boards" at Memorial Baptist Church will
eight p.m. on second floor,
meet at the home of Lorena
Ordway gall, Murray State Foster at tw6p.m.'
University. School board
members will be present.
Bazaar workshop will be
held by the First Presbyterian
First District Farm Bureau Church Women at seven p.m.
King and Queen contest will be
at Student Center Auditorium,
Persons may donate blood
-Murray State University.
Americau--Red
Arts and Crafts class • for Beshear Gym,Student Center,
senior, citizens and adults will Murray State.
be held at St. John's-Church,
Annual Halloween Haunted
1620 Main Street, at seven
p.m. Call 753-4)929 by three House, sponsored by Kappa
Department of Mprray
p.m.for transportation.
Woman's Club, will beat A.
Reservations for ladies day Carman Pavillion, College
luncheon on Wednesday at the Farm Road, from seven to
Murray Country Club should nine p.m. Admission is 25
be made today with Sue cents per person.
Overbey, chairman.
From Pulp To Paper
Artisan Camp will open at demonstration will be at
Brandon Springs, Land ,Empire Farm, Land Between
Betweeu the Lakes, and the Lakes, from nine a.m. to
one p.m.
continue through Oct. 27.
Aglow Fellowship will meet
Tuesday,October 25
Oak Grove Baptist Church at Ken Bar Inn at 9:30 a.m.
WMU will meet with Freda For local information call 4365453Humphreys at 7:30 p.m.
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Central Shopping Center
Open 7 a ni to6 p.rn
6 Days Week
Phone 753-9084
•
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First United Methodist
Church Women will hold their
annual bazaar at the social
hall of the church from eleven
a.m. to three p.m.

•

. . .$2.25

learns or club
the meal T,p

meet at ten a.m. at the Dexter
Community Center.
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Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Woodmen of World_ will meet
with Bettye Baker, 1707
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Management of Skin Cuts

Wednesday,October 25
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet -at Hazel Community
Center at twelve noon for a
congregate meal and lesson on
Reverse Painting. For information call

prompt y was ing t e
Q: Mrs. H.H. writes that
cian.
wound with cool water conshe often has a problem
If a cut is superficial and taining a snuill amount of
which she thinks occurs in does
not extend,. through soap. A dry, sterile bandmany other families - de- the skin, it
may heal &ads- age can be applied loo_sely,
cidins whether a skin cut -I:activity without
*Hebb*.• to pretreht—C-ObtarnSatIon
Is serious enough to need HOWever,
wounds
which go of the cleaned wound. As
atstitches or some other
Christian Women's Club will
through the skin and ex- soon as it is dry and closed,
She
physician.
by
a
tention
hold its first luncheon at the
asks for comments, and pose the tissues beneath it the dressing can be kept off
Colonial House Smorgasbord
usuall*S• require profes- after a few days.
she beHeves that they will
from 11:15 a.m. to' 1:30 p.m.
If a wound needs profesbe read with interest r by ,zional attention and suturing.
For reservations call Mrs.
sional attention because of
many parents.
Keep in mind that nature its location and depth, it
David Lamb 489-2706 or Mrs.
A: The location and the
closes a wound by scar shot&ki beobtained promptItaynionsi Crawford 753.5378. _
depth of skip c10.0.7deter'draws • 'to- 1 y If this cannot be done,
mine whether they need tissue,
cut
edges.
Ear- 1 the wound should be
gether
the
professional care.
stitching may cleaned and dressed and
If a cut is located on the ly, prompt
amount of scar seen by a physician as soon
neck or face, especially in reduce the
shorten
the heal- as possible. Wounds left
tissue
and
such conspicuous places as
unsutured for six hours or
on the eyelid or ear, even ing period.
Another complication of longer are much more
small cuts may need to be
managed by a physician. a cut in the skin is infec- likely to become infected.
If a wound has been
Cosmetic results are tion. It may delay-healing,
important. Likewise, cuts cause more scar forma- exceptionally dirty, a phy" over joints or on the hands tion, add to discomfort, sician may only clean it.
Miss Jeannie Kinsolving
Menus for the Nutrition
or feet may be troubled by and lead to a generalized and apply a dressing, mak-fever, ing a secondary closure
Program for the Elderly at
movement and require toxic illness with
,and Owen Garrison
Douglas Community Center
becoming life-threatening. later - even dissecting out
handling.
Also,
ispecial,
The engagement and approaching . marriage of Miss
and for the "Meals on Wheels"
cuts Oh the genitals usually • The danger from infec- any scar that -forms. ExpeKinsolving to Owen Garrison, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jeannie
Oct.
of
week
the
program for
should be seen by a physi- tion can be reduced by rience shows that such
Cassell Garrison of Murray Route Five, has been announced
management is safer
23 to 21.have been released by
by her parents, Mrs. Mary Kinsolving of Murray and William
againsk infection, even-- dietitianSally DuFord,
with the availability of
Glen Kinsolving of Dawson Springs.
nutritionist, as follows:
graduate
of
Murray
High
School.
antibiotics.
1976
a
Kinsolving
is
Miss
cream
patty,
Monday-beef
She is the granddaughter of Mr, and Mrs. Fred McClure of
Puncture wounds, such
style corn, green beans, peach
Murray.
as those from the bite of an
roll,
hot
and cherry salad,
animal, should be considThe groom-elect, a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
10-12-78
butter, chocolate pudding, and
Colleie Ct., Murray, Mrs. ered potentially dangerMasonry.
He
Ryan
and
Stubblefield
with
employed
School,
is
Adults 132
milk.
Arlene W. Scott, Rt. 6, Paris, ous. Wash them thoroughly
is the grandson of Mrs. Maudie Garrison of Murray.
Nursery 8
Tuesday-roast beef, baby
Tenn.,
Orlan R. Hurt, Rt.5 Bx. with soap and water but
The wedding will be solemnized on -Friday, Nov. 17, at 6:30
Newborn Admissions
limas, spinach, cole slaw,
2221, Murray, Mrs. Marion G. contact or see a physician
will
reception
Baptist
Church.
A
p.m. at the Chetry Corner
Baby
Boy Brown, Rt. I, Benton, Ellis I.
Herbert
biscuit, butter, apple crisp
for evaluation and manfollow at the church.
(Deborah), Southside Manor Wiley, Rt. 1, Murray, Charles agement.
with peanut granules, and
relatiye
will
be
all
sent, and
Only out of town invitations
Apt. E, Murray, Gibson Baby M. McFarland, 821 Farris,
milk.
Puncture wounds or
Boy (Dorothy), Rt.- 1, Hazel, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Florence V.
Wednesday-fried chicken, and friends are invited to -attend.
soiled and
Laird Baby Girl (Deborah), Meador, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. those which are
mashed potato, green peas,
surrounded by bruised tis
Bx. 14, Puryear,Tenn.
sliced torriato, hot roll, butter,
Frances E. Roberts, 306 S. sue may require the opinDismissals
pears, cookies, and milk.
11th, Murray,Mrs. Virginia 0. ion of a physician 'ass to
Boone as Scoutmaster gave
Mrs. Betty D. Scott, 903 N. Sakelson, Rt. 7 Bx. 92, whether tetanus antitoxin
Thursday-tuna croquette,
Calloway
North
The
the opening ceremony.
16th, Murray, Mrs. Lorene Murray.
scalloped potatoes, carrot Elementary Parent-Teacher
or toxoid booster is needed.
Ann Brooks, fall festival Webb, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.,
coins and parsley., hot roll, Club held an open house on
chairman, reminded mem- Mrs. Linda N. Guthrie, 808 N.
butter, fruit cocktail, white Thursday, Oct. 5, with a large
bers of the event to be held on 18th, Murray, Glenda J. Duke.
cake,and milk.
attendance of parents visiting
Friday, Oct. 27. Helpers are Rt. ,8, Bx. 265, Murray, Mrs.
Friday-baked fresh ham, the classrooms.
needed for the operation of the Bobby J. Hudspeth, Rt. 6, Bx.
white beans, cabbage, apThe Rev. Dr., David Roos
441 i1;
II
lin
. 144141
,
festival, Mrs. Brooks said.
184-A, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
plesauce, cornbread, butter, gave the invocation, and Boy
kin111111
The membership chairman, Patricia F. Childress, Rt. 1,
banana pudding,and milk.
Scout Troop 77 with 0. B.
. ...Wring bride- dell J 4)u est
.Springville, Tenn.,
Judy Jones, gave the
23, ,
;#tri;mai. litIN ;clef 041 lit
enrollment report. Those„ Mrs. PhYnis D. Henson, Rt. 4,
parents not registered- with Bentim, Mi. .TennWer
coin •##. bridal trgi#41-1.
Woodlawn,
the PTC are urged to enroll to Bailey, 306
J######ii• erne! 1114#1# 'till Iu.
Marlane
R.
Murray,
Mrs.
help support their children's
mut
rie#1 \Ill ens 1##,t 17,11.
needs that the PTC sponsors, Sewell and Baby Girl, 1708
I
Til.
Murray,
Mrs.
Wallace
Ryan,
Mrs. Jones said.
By Lochie Hart
The PTC will hold its neXt L. Sutton and Baby Girl, 109
W. 1st, Benton, Tamra D.
regular meeting on Nov. 2.
Dowdy and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
A garrison of 187 Texans, Almo, Mrs. Mable Nicholas,
including Davy Crockett, was Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Gloria K.
121 By-Pass
MURRAY
wiped out by 3,000 Mexicans at Mardis and Baby Boy, Rt. 3,
the Alamo fort in Texas in Murray, Mrs. Laura B.
1836.
Shields and Baby Girl, 103

Nutrition Program
Menus ForWeek

Are Listed Today
_
-
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North-FTC--Holds'Meet

Observations

The S,howcase

Six Callowayans Make
Trip To Nova Scotia
Six Callowayans are facing
Niagara Falls, against a
background of flowers which
is a sample of the whole -town
of Niagara and especially the
park's. Some of the local
travelers are retired teachers
and some were just "taking
leave." They were part of 90
who traveled on two busses,
and sponsored by the Graves
County
Senior
Citizen
organization.

was 65.6 years. The' oldest
was 86 and is a world wide
traveler. The next oldest was
84 and has been on all nine
trips with the Graves County
tourists. She is Mrs. Lola
Cochran.
Food was the only item the
group had to buy. The other
expenses were covered in the
approximate $465.00 each. The
total cost of the trip was
$16,245.00 non profit.

Unwind at The Arlington Hotel and Baths in - beautiful Hot
Springs, Arkansas. Relax in the swirling waters of the famous
thetmic baths. Playa little golf or tennis. Enjoy luxurious comfort and delicious American and Continental-cuisine.

1111
1 111

Add
mot0000
TUB SID TWINS
OCT 24 25 76

SLACKS

COATS TROUSERS
2/329 99c EA
OR

SHIRTS 4,5s.
. LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO
PERFECTION
ON HANGERS
OR FOLDEO

1 99

_

The local women are from
left Ovie Sue Galloway, Ruth
Hoke, Jessie Mason, Lochie
Hart, Opal Emerine and
Christine Garland.
This project is federally
funded and was headed by
Mrs.
Frances
Wilson,
director. On the trip were 5777
years of knowledge and experience. The average age

NOTICE
A 10% penalty will be added to 1978 City of
Murray Property Taxes if not PAID PRIOR TO NOVEMBER 1,
1978. Payments made by mail must be post-.
marked NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 31, 1978 to avoid the 10%
penalty. Payment should be made at the city
clerk's office, City Hall Building, 5th and Poplar
Street, Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. and on SATURDAY OCTOBER 28 8:00 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.

INC FOR

Imers are
grapher $1

•

Jowl

JO CRiSS,
CITY CLERK

, See These Before
Frost Bites

s"

Before the frost gets a lost of
beauties scattered over town
and county, you must drive
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Moody's
home on Sixth Street; Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Douglas on N
12th; Mr. and Mrs. Prentice
Lassiter on Olive; the black
gum leaves on trees about
town-especially at the corner
of N. 13th and Wells Blvd. ir
the yard of. Mar. and Mrs
Buford Hurt
Rainey Apperson
Wins Tennis
Doubles In
Two Tournatheots
Walter Apperson, publisher
of the Ledger SI Times, is too
modest
to
boast
the
achievements of his family.
but I must tell the readers and
their friends that Rainey, his
wife, won the Women's .
Doubles Tennis tournaments
at the Murray Tennis Center
and at the Murray Country
Club recently.
Playing as her partner at
the Tennis Center , wag Vicki
Lance; and 'at the Cotuitry
aut./Rai-Pats* Oa ley..
•

;
16
.
4.11

•

..

Write, wire.or phone for reservations today.
T1-111:

•

NOTE

Hot Springsilatiopai ParkrAdcansas 74901,

Free-

41

Looking Back
10-Years Agp..The Murray State University Board
of Regents has authorized for
guaranteed bid contract on bonds to
finance the conatruction of the Fine
Arts Building addition.
Deatave reported Meted*
Smith, frvan Fair, and Joseph It
Dickerson.
The Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross mailed 217 "DOW
Bags" to Vietnam servicemen die*
the past week, thus exceeding the
county -goal of 200, according to Jean
Blinhanshiponecutive secretary of the
local chapter.
Marine Pvt. Carl A. Skinner„ son of
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Skinner, was
graduated from eight weeks of recruit
training at the Marine Corps Recruit
Depot at San Diego, Calif.
Miss Carolyn June Garland, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Garland, was
married to Airman Jerry William
Caldwell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Caldwell, on Oct. 12 at the Grace
Baptist Church.

EDITORIAL

ozone readings
- • No).v. there's yet another_
Leaves, like alurrintnr cans,
setting
fire
to.
argument against
jars and newspapers.
'41ass
leaves
may
leaf piles. Buring
recycled. Leaves
thould_,be
Researchers
be carcinogenic.
rrulch.
They can be
good
make
cancerhave found about 10
Nature's
are
They
rximposted.
are
that
causing substances
soil.
renewing
the
way
of
quantities
released in irinute
I.et them rot peacefully. And
when leaves are burned., _ only you can
remember,
great
That's probably no
fires.
leaf
prevent
hard
to
cause for alarm. It's
find a civilized activity these
days that is not carCinogenic.
Scientists would have Ili
believe the Angel of Death
-lurksirrevery fried -hamburger
andglass of tap water.
But even before the latest
revelations, burning leaves was
a bad business. It's a waste of
valuable organic material that
should be returned to the land.
It's smoky, stinky and adds to
the already heavy burden of
pollution in the Ohio River
Valley.
Burning leaves give off
.choking doses of hydrocarbons,
-carbon monoxide and soot, the
same sort of stuff that is
responsible for smog- and high
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Besalline is a service for senior
eftlsiess. Ns purpose is to answer
question and solve problems- fast. 1.1
you'have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Beartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but- you mast
Include a stamped, seN-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
he printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a common-law
wife. Am I eligible for wife's benefits
from my common-law husband' P.D.
This depends on the state in which
you reside. If your state recognizes
common-law marriage, you are entitled the same benefits as a wife with a
marriage certificate of a ceremonial
marriage. The following states do
recognize common-law marriages:
'Alabama, Montana, Colorado, Ohio,
_ District of Columbia, Oklahoma,
' Georgia, Pennsylvania, Idaho, Rhode
. Island, Iowa, South Carolina, Kansas,
Texas. The following states did
'recognize common-law marriage at.one
• time, but cio not recognize them now:
• Alaska - before Aug. 2, 1917, and
from July 28. 1933, through March 6,
1939.
Arizona - before Oct. 1, 1913.
Florida - before Jan. 2, 1968.
I
. Illinois - before July 2, 1905.
iodiana -before Jan. 1, 1958.
.Michigan - before Jan. 1, 1957.
.,Minaesota_- before April Ti, VW.
Mississippi - before 1892, and from
April 21, 1106 to April 5, 1956.
Missouri - before June 20, 1921.
Nebraska - before Aug. 3, 1923.
Nevada - before March 29, 1943.
New Jersey - before Dec. 1, 1939.
' New York - before Jan. 1; 1992, and
from Jan . 1,1908. through April 29, 1933.
. South Dakota - before July I, 1959.
Wisconsin - before Jan. 1, 1918.
All other states do not recognize
common-law marriages. State laws are
iubject to change, so contact your local
Social Security office for information
confirming yoor eligibility,.
.
HEARTLINE : I've had several small
consumer problems over the years and
did not know where to turn for help. Is
there any itirid of publication available
to tell people where to write or call in a
dtuation like this? - KB.
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You should write to: Directory of
Federal Consumer Offices, Consumer
Information Center. Department 528-F.
Pueblo, Colo. 81009.
The booklet is available at no charge.
It lists addre.ssess of federal consumer
offices located in Washington, D.C. as
well as a list of federal "hot-line"
numbers.
Heartline also has a Consumer
Protection Division. If you have a
consumer problem and would like us to
help, riease write us and give all details
of your problem There is no charge for
our service, but we do request that you
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope with your letter.
HEARTUNE: I recently became
disabled and am receiving disability
insurance income from an insurance
company. Are these disability income
benefits exempt from any federal income tax? - A.T.
Under individually-purchased
disability income policies, yes. With
group disability plans under which you
pay only part of the premium, there are
certain limitations to tax-exemption
advantages: You should check with
your agent or employer for details.
If you need further information about
health insurance, Heartline has written
a book to help you. To order, send 81.75
to "Heartline's Guide to Health
Insurance," P.O. Box 11934, Chicago,
Ill 60611. Please allow six freaks for
delivery.

Commonwealth Consumer
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land E.an.and Robert No%ak

That Old Brown Magic
SAN DIEGO -- Gov. Edmund G.
Brown demonstrated his current
delicate relationship with Jimmy
Carter when he telephdned the
president Oct. 12 to inform him he was
meeting in Tijuana the next day with
Mexico's President Jose Lopez Portillo
and intended to propose U. S. -Mexican
cabinet-level discussions to reSo1ve
pa
peer Mexican natural gas.
President Carter's reponse was icy.
Would the governor please not take any
action that could interfere with U. S.
policy? Brown shelved his pronosal.
Nevertheless, after the meeting the
Mexican president. he left no doubt that
he feels Mr. Carter's policy toward
Mexico is one of malignant neglect.
That typifies Jerry Brown's mixture
of contempt and caution in dealing with
the president. Brown has solved the
political problems that menaced him
this year and may well score a subvictory
stantial
reelection
strengthening his credentials for a 1980
challenge. against Mr. Carter
Privately, he has little admiration for
the president as a man or a public official.
But Brown and his closest advisers
are realists who appreciate that Mr.
Carter will be impregnable if he keeps
his post-Camp David popularity.
"Jerry is not abed to make a quixotic
move that will destroy him," one
member of his inner circle told us.
Consequently, Brown shields private
contempt with public praise and, as in
the Mexican _episode, avoids direct
confrontation.
_
Caution stems from appreciation of
the Carter revival, not self-doubts by
Brown. Rather, Brown has managed a
political tour de force in not only catching up with the tax revok but in
generally solving problems of incumbency. Alone among the many
• Democratic governors elected in the
Watergate year of 1974,, Brown seems
well ahead for reelection and conBy MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer

Some Drawbacks
To New Account
By MARIA BRADEN
dip into the minimum balance, you
- Associated Press Writer
might be better off exploring other
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - You
interest-paying plans, such as a
deposit $200 in your checking account,
traditional savings account_
and it's there for you to draw on when
Kentucky Banking Commissioner
you wish. But the bank also pays you
Jahn Williams has predicted that
interest and you have some extra
Kentuckians win Pro
- bibly like the idea
money at the end of the Year.
of interegt-bearing checking accounts
Sounds too good to be true? It
at first, but that their interest may
probably is.
dwindle as they weigh service charges
The federal government has
against_ benefits, especially if the
authorized interest-bearing checking
accents lead to higher monthly charges
accounts, and at least one Louisville
as they are likely to.
bank is planning to offer them Nov. I.
Williams said he has spoken to many
But there are drawbacks to the
bankers and officials in the six Norspecial interest-bearing accounti, and
theastern states where the accounts
it pays to examine the small OM
have been authorized so far, and that
cortically before choosing this alterthe reaction is mixed.
native.
Williams said one official told him the
The approach Mee by the large
interest-bearing checking accounts
Louisville bank is an indication. of what
bear out the old saying, "there's no
consumers can expect as the idea
such thing as a free lunch."
spreads statewide.
.Consumers might also consider the
The bank has established a minimum
fact that the interest Income is taxable.
balance of $2,000, which wiD earn 5
On the positive . side, the interestpercent interest with no service charge.
bearing accounts could provide MOM
However, if the balance *ens below
flexibility for bank customal,
that, but no lower than $1,000, there's*
However, most authorities agree that
.1$5 monthly service charge. If it drops
consurnere-Who maintain big balances
bele*.$1,000 there's a service charge 'and write relatively few checks would
and the balance earwio interest.
. he better at then /hose avilli.amallet
Unless you're sure you won't need to
balances who write a lot of checks. ;

ceivably could be the only meritthniot
to survive.
That is significantly attributable to
the atrociously inept-eampaign run by
Brown's Republican 'foe, state. Atty,
Gen. Evelle Younger. But Brown
__himself has evolved from merely
charismatic candidate to master
politician.
Brown's justlyfirmed tea-pfrorn foe-to ardent supporter of tax-slashing
Proposition 13 climaxed a series of
adjustments. These began in early 1977
when Dow Chemical canceled a
California plant, triggering a revulsion
against the anti-business, anti-growth
:one of the Brown administration.
He then began systematically
mending fences on academic growth,
big government, law-and-order and
agriculture. His campaign brochure
take credit for state spending limits
and ',ugh sentencing laws. -Jobs are
going up, taxes are going down," he
tells every rally.
Brown has no time today for liberal
doctrine. Addressing the militantly
liberal California Democratic Council
(CDC), Brown delivered at 15-minute
Chamber of Commerce booster speech.
While the liberals looked on in utter
amazement, Brown boasted about the
Mate's rising corporate profits. The
,CDC has no place else to go, and Brown
"knows it. Brown's faintly disguised
contempt for the liberals betrays his
cavalier treatment of supporters and
non-supporters alike that is his 'underlying weakness as a politican. His
CDC performance concluded 24 hours
of intermittent rudeness, beginning
with a testimonial dinner for state AFLCIO leader John Henning; in a selfcongratulatory speech, Brown did not
even mention Henning's name. On the
next day, he outraged a national
meeting of UPI editors by keeping them
waiting for 112 hours.
But the editors who waited were
rewarded with a taste Of some of the
nation's most innovative political
thinking. While Proposition 13 obviously reacted to inflation and
taxation, Brown told them, it also
protested "runaway growth" and
"very rapid change." It was, he added
a demand "to slow things down" - a
quest for stability.
Thus, behind his current applause of

Bible Thought
From this time forth sad even for
evermore. - Psalm 121:8.
Throughout the whole range of time is
the promise of our preservation. To the
human mind it is baffling, to the human
spirit this promise is tremendously
significant.

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number willOot be published,
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense,or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers. • .•
•
-Address correspcindent
Editor, The Murray Led er 81.
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

growth, Brown still believes this is "an
era of limits." To sophisticated
audiences such as the UPI editors, he
talks about low growth being essential
to reduced inflation. In private, he:
contends the government's appetite for
regulation has overreached itself and
contributes to inflation. •
Brown specifically feels President
Carter tiiindered in approaching the
energy problem with more, not less,
regulation. Moreover, he donbts that
Mr. Carter can fulfill what Brown now
talks of as the Democratic party's
historic mission: to stop inflation.
There is no doubt by Jerry Brown
that he can fulfill this mission better
than Jimmy Carter. Furthermore the
excitement he has generated this fell on
the campaign trail has convinced his
handlers that there is still the old
Brown magic that bested Mr. Carter in
seven out of seven 1976 primaries. The
presentthrown caution in confrontiag
the president merely connotes respect
for Mr. Carter's present popularity,
which shall be measured very carefully
from California in the coming weeks.

Army Pvt. Thomas C. Reeves, son of
.Reeves of
Mr..and Mrs. Ibert
Dexter, has completed his basic
training at Fort Riley, Kansas. Deaths reported include Amy
Osborn, 72.
Wayne Williams of Murray is attending the convention of the Soil
Conservation Society of America being
held at Asheville, N. C.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart and Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Dick attended the meeting
of the Kentucky Bankers Association
held at Louisville
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Story announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Martha, to Jackie Butterworth, son of Mr. and Mrs. Osro Butterworth.'
Hazel High School-heek Poryter 11 to
59 in their opening basketball game of
the season. Jerry Kent Waters was high
scorer for Hazel with 22, and Ball for
Puryear with 21.

30 Years Ago_ The construction contract for 248
miles ofriiral electric lines in Calloway
-County- -has -been--let --by- the----RuralElectrification Administration.
Popcorn growers have decided to
cancel an agreement among themselves to withhold their corn from the
local market. This move came as the
needs of some farmers made it
necessary that they sell their corn.
Murray Fire Chief William Spencer
has been appointed Deputy State Fire
Marshall.
Deaths reported include Hugh Ross,
80, Mrs. Lois Bazzell, 57, R.-a (Bob)
Lovett, 59, and Vinson 'Crawford
Buchanan, 32.
Elected as cheerleaders at Kirksey
High School were Evelyn Kirkland,
Jean Kirkland, Marilyn Walker, and
Mary Ellis.
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FRANKFORT- Lack of information
supplied to participants probably is the
chief cause for recommendations to
cancel a. personal service contract.
The Personal Service Contract
Review Subcommittee recommended _cancellation of the contract the Public
Employes Bengt Service Corp. has
•
with the Deferred Compensation
Board. Robert Doris, administrator for the
subcommittee said the cancellation
recommendation is being mailed to
David Edwards, director of the
Deferred Compensation Board.
Doris said the subcommittee has
received many complaints that
PEBSCO has furnished inaccurate
statements in the past and there. is too
much lag between the time state employe money is deposited before it goes
to earning for him.
PEBSCO has an office in Frankfort
but is controlled by the parent firm of Davenport and Dillard in Oklahoma
City, Okla The contract has a ceiling of
$50,000 per year, but Edwards says his
board pays the firm only $1,800 per
month or $21,600 per year. PEBSCO
also gets $3.00 for each new participant,
a one-time charge for getting-his name
set up in the program.
Employes of the state, the university
system and public schools are eligible
to participate in the program of
depositing part of their salaries in the
deferred compensation plan. P,dwards
says about a half million dollars comes
En each month.
The employe can chose one of several
plans for investment of his money with
several. insurance companies.. The
companies make a six per cent charge
on each paycheck for handling the
investment. Since this deduction is
made, Edwards says it takes about 18
months to gain back to the original
amount invested. . •
However, thealifintiga TO the .
participant that he is not paying state.
or federal income tax on the money he

4_1

grIct.141.

advantage of using the money he
otherwise would have paid out in taxes.
He isn't taxed for the money until he
withdraws it and its earnings. He has
two ways to withdraw it. Wait until he
retires or can prove a hardship.
After retirement he will be having
less earned income, and his taxes
theoretically will be lower because he
will be in a lower tax bracket. He aLs0
reduces his tax bracket by the amount
he is paying in while he is working.
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Edwards said PEBSCO.firstistarte4
issuing a quarterly statements tol
participants. However, only the year
end statements showed the earning
since the insurance companies credi
the earnings as of December 31 eaohi
year. Also, while there are two state/
paydays per month, the insurance'
companies invest the money only once
a month. This provides a time lag.
There is no limit on what a participant may invest each month. The
More he invests, the morefederal and
state taxes he defers and earns interest
on the dollars that wouki have gone to
government in taxes.
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Edwards said
had changed
to a larger computer system and had
many errors in the first statements
issued with the new computer. He also!
said PEBSCO now furnishes only an
annual statement since the quarterly
statements would show no gain.
About 5,000 employes are now pars
licipating in the program.
Doris said as he views it, lack of
public relations and keeping the participants informed is probably' the
cause of much of the discontent.
Edwards agreed in principle with this.
The next step is for Edwards and his
board to agree to the cancellation or
disagree. If Edwards wants to retain ;
PERSCO, his board can do so. The.
subcommittee does not have the
authority to cancel a -Contract. Te_f
h
subcommittee then can refer the'
matter to the ,Apprvriations and•!
Revenue cottunitteeArjaipeLby abe

compensation. The participant has the -711/131eVila

—
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Feeder Calf Sale Set
Nov. 10 In Mayfield.

.nvon-News

At Offie Time Forests
Seemed Never-Ending

By Ted Howard
declining. Heifers ,held back will benefit the most from the
Calloway County Extension
for herd replacement were changing cattle situation.
Agent
down 8 percent this was an Therefore it will be a good
The Third Annual Feeder indication that farmers are practice to consign your beef
Calf Sale will be held at the not ready to begin rebuilding calves to a graded feeder calf
Farmers Livestock Incor- their breeding herd.
sale. There are several adporation in Mayfield on
Higher beef prices have vantages to selling calk in an
November 10.
resulted from this decline in organized feeder calf sale. It
The Graves County Cat- our
cattle
production gives the small farmers a
is capability, but so far this year chance to group his animals
Association
tlemens
sponsoring this event. They the surge in consumer with several other farmers
will start receiving cattle at 8 demand for beef has been calves of the same quality,
a.m. and the cut off time is more responsible for im- weight, color and sex. The
2:00 p.m. with the' sale proved prices than the decline decission of the official grader
TO COMPETE TONIGHT-Laara Fones, left, and Mike
beginning at 7:00 p.m. Friday -in . beef production. The real will be final. Calves with
Rogers, Calloway County Farm Bureau Queen and King
night.
ianpact of smaller beef supw, defects such as eye lisions,
respectively, will compete in the First District contest
Livestock producers have plies for consumers will come • pink eye, lame, sick or unseen- sharply higher receipts in -197-9 and -1980, whew---tWrfty are not accepted for the --tonight 4 Monday) at the Student Center Auditorium,Murray
State University. Laura, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
this year, compared to crop marketing's are further feeder calf sale.
Fones and a junior at Calloway County Nigh School, will also
farmers. The nations beef cow reduced as producers begin
For further information
compete in the district talent contest. She sings, plays guitar.
herd was down 9 percent en holding animals for herd contact the County Extension
and writes some of her own songs. Mike, son of Mrs. Glen
July 1 compared to the buildup.
Office, 209 Maple Street. 753Rogers and a junior at Calloway County High School, won
previous year and is still
Feeder cattle and calves 1452.
honors in many of the cattle shows including having the 1978
Reserve Grand Champion in FFA Show at the Kentucky
State Fair and the same in the Mid-South Fair. Both Laura
and Mike are active in many activities at their school and
church. Laura attends the Kirksey United Methodist Church
and Mike the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.

Low Cost Feed Is Becoming
Available For Beef Cattle
With
train
harvest
proceeding rapidly throughout
the state, an Extension
upeciabet in the University of
of
Kentucky ' College
Agriculture says that a large
quantity of low cost feed is
becoming available for beef
cattle.
Soybean stover and corn
stalks, cobs, husks, tasselsand some grain are being left
behind as combines harvest
the crops. John T. Johns, beef
cattle specialist, says that
these crop residues can be
incorporated into a feeding
program if properly supplemented, with a substantial
saving in cattle feed costs.
Half or less of the corn plant
is grain. With a 100-bushel
corn yield there are two to
three tons of dry matter feed
per acre left in the field.
Although soybean harvest
leaves less crop residue per
acre, the stems and pods
make up a considerable
quantity of feed.
"Since cattle are ruminants,
multiple-stomached
or
animals, they have the ability
to utilize these high fiber
feeds," says Johns.
The specialist points out
that dry cows make the best
use of crop residues because

the materials are high in
crude fiber, low in protein,
minerals and vitamins: These
feeds should be considered
primarily, as a source of
energy.
If fed to young cattle or
• lactating 'costs, -Jdftria--aays
that crop residues should be
supplemented-with adequate
-laments of energy, protein,.
minerals and vitamins.
Another possibility is to graze
-cattle for short periods of time
so that they will eat only the
more nutritious parts of the
crop residues.
Cows will graze harvested
corn fields selectively, eating
dropped ears first, then leaves
and husks,and stalks last. Drycows need only supplemental
minerals and vitamins during
the first 30 to 45 days of
gleaning a field, according to
Johns. But after this period,
they will need additional
protein. During the last third
of pregnancy dry cows will
need extra-energy as well as
protein.
Protein may be supplied in
.liquid supplements or in
blocks. Feeding 8 to 10 pounds
of grass-legume hey per cow
daily will, provide the extra
energy and protein needed by
dry cows.
Johns says that a suitable

Farmers
Air
Service

4-H is endless parade of
enthusiastic young people
from farm, small town and
city-boys and girls exhilarated
by the great challenges of
tomorrow, because they have
already
conquered
the
smaller challenges of today.

"Shop for money like you do
machinery. Carefully."
Jackson Purchase PCA
305 N. 4t1i St.
Murray, Ey. 253-5001

It wasn't the first tractor 'you looked at. Ytati
studied literature. You asked questions. You
visited several dealers. It's a whopping investment, and you were sure before you made
it. you're just as selective when buying cattle
or other livestock. You judge brand or breed
on the-basis of performance, service, and
value. Be the same way about
your source of operating capital. Talk to your Production
Credit man.
the go ahead people

,s
IL;

daily ration for a lactating
cow includes 16 lbs. of stover,
4 lbs. shelled corn and 2 lbs. of
a 40 per cent crude protein
supplement.
Grazing is the simplest and
most economical method of
utilizing crop residues .21.4- cattle feed, but the specialist
receive a $100 savings bond.
points out that there are some 111t Kentucky and two
All 12 winners, their parentsSouthern
Indian
4-H
members
drawbacks. Conk 20-.30 per
and
their county 4-H agents
cent of the toterrEalikely will will share $2,400 in U. S. will-receive-all-expense.pait
-Savings
Bonds-irr-dre-t0781-11
reStwaSted.
be used, with
of
Excellence trips to Louisville to be guests
Mud is a problem during wet Awards
Program
sponsored
by The of honor at the annual Awards
weather, and in many cases
Luncheon in March, 1979.
small grains should be seeded Courier-Journal and The
In addition to the top 12
Louisville
Times.
before cattle can clean up a
awards,
plaques will be
The annual public service
field.
awarded to the boy and girl
program
of
the
Louisville
Strip grazing utilizes only a
selected as the most outlittle more of the feed newspapers includes 31 standing 4-Hers in each exin
Southern
Indiana
counties
available than turning the
tension area. Plaques will also
cattle into the entire field, as well as the entire state of be awarded to the top boy and
Kentucky.
The
program
is
according to Johns.
out
with
the girl in each county.
Crop residues may be baled, carried
Certificates of merit will be
cooperation
of
the
University
stacked or put into trench or
awarded
to the top boy and
bunker silos. Baling oa-- of Kentucky and Purdue girl in each of the two comUniversity
.Cooperative
stacking usually are better
petition age groups in each
these Extension Services which county. The age groups are 9choices
because
assisted
in
its
development
relatively low-value feeds
t ttension agents 13 and 14-18.
won't justify much of an in- ancIwho ie
coordinate
Selection of the outstanding
vestment in storage facilities,
The
participants
who
are
and girl in each,gaunty
boy
difficult
crop
residues
are
and
to pack in trench or bunker selected the Outstanding 4-H must be completed by
boy and girl in Kentucky and November 15. The recomsilos.
Johns recommends using the Outstanding 4-Her in mended closing date for
is
competition
feeding gates, racks or Southern Indiana will each county
electric fences to limit access receive a $500 U. S. Savings November 1. Previous winto bales and stacks when Bond. Eight runners-up in ners of the $500 U. S. Savings
feeding them in order to Kentucky and one runner-up Bonds are ineligible for furin Southern Indiana will each ther participation.
reduce waste.
, Entry forms and rules for
the 4-H Award of Excellence
Program are available at
Extension Service Offices.
Benny Lile, Hardyville, Ky.,
Brenda Holt, Madisonville,
There are more than 5 in Calloway County. Learn Ky., and Dana Lents of
million participants in 4-H, how you can
be a 4-H'er or Loogootee, Ind. were the
providing that young people help as a
volunteer leader. Outstanding 4-Hers in 1977.
responded to the 4-H challenge Call your County Extensior
to do the difficult- "To Make Office at
753-1452.
the Best Better."
4-H not only asks for the best
Free For The Askingl
work
youngsters • can•
produce; .it gives them
write
guidance for accomplishing
their goals.
The cooperative Extension
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the State
Land-Grant Universities and
Dairy farmers of District
the County Extension Services
were presented a program of
conduct the 4-H program.
Adults and youth, with a gift the activities and results of the
for leadership and a liking for American Dairy Association
boys and girls, volunteer their sales promotion program at a
time to lead local groups, meeting recently at Mayfield
showing youngsters the "how High School.
For Up To The Minute
Mrs. H. H. Barlow Jr. of
to" and "why" of various
Barren
County
reported
on
the
activities.
"Friends of 4-H" give 4- work of the Ladies Auxiliary
H'ers
a
reason
for in the promotion program. She
achievement - a catalyst of also presented an Ada's
Hutson Grain Terminal
incentives and recognition at College Scholarship Award
Mary
Ann
Elder,
Fancy
Port-Of-Murray-Calloway County.
local, county, state and
Farm,
as
winner
of
the
district
national levels. Civic and
business groups are partners in an essay competition.
Miss Elder, daughter of Mr
in providing educational aids
together with advisory, and Mrs. John Elder, was alsc
technical and public relations selected as Dairy Princess of
District 1. She will represent
assistance.
this
district in the Kentucky
4-H is exciting, "Learning
by Doing" experience in Dairy Princess Pageant ti
which 4-H'ers can select compete for the state title.
Eric McClain, manager of
projects and Se their own
goals. By project's end they the ADA, presented "New
Hours: 6 a. m.-10 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
have learned useful skills, the Problems, New Solutions and
Except Holidays
dignity of work and the New Possibilities of ADA."
Albert loon of Fancy Farnt.
satisfaction of responsibility. a Graves County dairy farBy .comparing., their ac- mer. was elected to a twoyear
complishments with other, 4- term as district director on the
H'ers develop higher stan- ADA board of directors.
dards of excellence and the
Prior to the meeting,a (lair)
• self-contidence to broaden foods buffet was prepared and
their goals and nterests.
served by the Ada's Ladies
tarry Hoth-Mgr
JAL/Ain acti cargaatmtkaa.
•

4-H Members To Share

Savings Bonds Awards _

What is 4-H?

Murray Calloway
County Airport
Aviation
Serving
Agriculture
Phone
489-2216

accelerate
both carrying with it more
Once upon a time, the often
forests of our country seerped processes. • `
dissolved grklid;. anst .the
Poorly-designed logging volume and velocity of
never-ending. The source of
many of Nature's riches, roads and land that has been streamflow increase,scouring
forests were called upon to severely burned, trampled, or,, more particles from stream
satisfy the needs of the time — farmed are the most common beds.
for capital and developed sites of accelerated soil loss.
The eastern forest almost
land, more money and space Heavily-used skid trails, always revegetates rapidly
suitable for building homes, logging roads, and even after . au-fag, even after
trampled clearcutting. Grass and weeds
the growing of food, and a severely
better living for all citizens. recreational areas often may appear first, but within
The seemingly endless forest cannot absorb rain as fast as it two or. three years, several
met many of these needs — falls. The litter on the forest thousand small trees will be
and bountifully. Few people floor usually has been pushed growing vigorously on every
worried lbout the severe soil aside, exposing..the soil to acre.
moisture,
Soil
erosion
and
stream erosion forces and the un- streamflow, and erosion also
sedimentation that often derlying soil has been com- return to precutting levels
accompanied the conversion pacted. Infiltration rates may within-- a few years after
be very low, -sometimes less revegetation begins.
of-forests to farms and towns.
But that was once upon a than 0.5 inch per hour. The
By following certain rules,
time. The situation now, over rainfall rate exceeds the in- we can satisfy human needs ih
100 years later, makes those filtration rate, causing a forest while minimizing the
times seem like a fairy tale. overland flow and more soil potential for increased soil
We are still' calling on the erosion.
stream
and
erosion
Operating machinery in sedimentation. The rates are
forest to meet the needs of
today — wood products, clean streams and dragging logs predicted on th fact that
water,
wildlife,
and through them severely ac- erosion is inevitable but need
recreation. But we have celerates erosion and un- not be greatly accelerated.
learned that too little forest fortunately, is often the Most rules concern road
remains to meet all these hardest to correct of all forest building and are simply
needs at the same time. The misuses. Hiking and fishing, summarized as:
forest is increasingly strained or any type of heavy
—Build the fewest roads
by the demands placed on it. recreational use close to possible
-One of these strains is soil streams also contribute to
—Build them according to
unacceptable soil erosion.
erosion.
standards set for each state
Research on soil erosion is
Erosion has been around
and
litter
—Restore
since the world began. A conducted throughout the vegetation on roads as soon as
natural phenomenon, it can be eastern United States by the possible
accelerated by storms and U. S. Forest Service and other
—Never operate logging
groups interested in main- machinery in or near stream
other natural processes.
likadanee•ii -barest
_
forest may increase erosion environment. Their studies
There are many reasons
and stream loading. But the show that-soil loss from a well- why rules aren't followed by
losses need not be sub- -managed forest ranges from forest users. Streams are
stantially , greater than abaut-.136altr.10 ton per acre often the easiest—place for .
naturary-occuring ratesjfwe per year. -Abair het of this logging and road building.
can undersand what ac- loss is particles, the People may feel that staying
celerates erosion and then use remainder is dissolved solids. on the beaten track or using
Logging, if carefully con- facilities properly will lessen
the forest accordingly.
Rain falling on a forest is ducted, may double this rate
their recreation pleasure. But
absorbed rapidly into the soil. until trees regrow in two or
when forest users-fail to follow
Watershed scientists call this three years, but careless these basic rules, they risk
process "infiltration." The logging may increase it
reducing the quality of forest
infiltration rate is the time manyfold for several years.
streams to unaeceptable
These losses may sound
required for a given amount of
standards. The ultimate price
water to enter the soil. The serious until you compare
of not caring is the loss of
infiltration rate almost always them with erosion rates for • some forest uses.
exceed 50 inches per hour. other land uses, such as
acre
of
Rainfall rarely eaeeeds two farming. An
"I'm going to protect
inches per hour. As long as agricultural land can lose up
y new automobile like
infiltration rates exceed to 5 tons of soil each year
rainfall rates, no water flows without adversely affecting its
's business!"
across the forest floor. productive value.
Contrary to widespread
Because overland flow seldom
occurs in a well-managed popular belief, cutting trees
forest, 'erosion rates remain will not increase overland flow
low. Without erosion, there's and soil erosion from cutover
no way to detach soil particles land. Water takes the same
or move them downslope route from sky to stream in
the cut forest as in the uncut
across the-forest floor.
Rain reaches foreskstrearais forest. With no trees to absorb
by falling directly into them or and transpire water from the
INSURANa
by flowing to them through the earth, more water will remain
forest' soil. Tiny amounts of in the soil to move in greater
soil and rock dissolved during quantity to nearby streams.
ff
Tree cutting then becomes
this passage form a load of
Foriotr err
.nti kr all your otogp A.
..tame
web Alitilnik kelt
suspended solids in the the indirect cause of two
naWM VEA
,
.....srat Agra
amalodui pa,raw
Ghtlei 9.rittr,
stream. They are joined by minor increases in soil erosion
Ronnie Ross 21010. Main.753-009
particles of soil or organic from forest land — more
matter scoured from stream water flows through the soil,
beds that form the bulk of the
load. Man's uses of the forest

Dairy Farmers Hear
Program On ADA

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

"I've got
the Shield!

ATTENTION
MR.FARMER

Sales Promotion

FARMERS!
Grain Prices
Call..

Local
—474-2295
Farmers
Ky. Farmers .. I-890-592-5409

Grain
Hutson
Terminal

Home
is no place for
your valuables...
It's after midnight. Do you know
where your valuables are? Chances
are they're safe and sound right
where you put them, but when
you're talking about important papers, jewelry and ,other. irreplacables ... why chance it? By keeping
your -valuables ip a Safe Deposit
Box:You-1 11 have the security of
knowing they're protected from
theft, misplacement or damage.
for just !Jennies a day!

Bank of Murray
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'
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Running For The Gold Al
-

-4

REST.A
.
9RANT

Boy,this k Fun

An Attentive Marcher.

What a weekend!
The weather was excellent, the parade was long and
festive, the Homecoming Queen and here court were
beautiful, and the Racers were victorious.
Photos on these two pages depict various scenes from
Saturday's Murray State University Homecoming activities,
from the morning's parade to the afternoon game.
An estimated 15,000 people lined the streets of Murray
Saturday to view the parade. MSU officials estimated attendance at the football game at 13,800.

The Scouts Were Happy

-

STAFF PHOTOS BY
LOWELL ATCHLEY,DEBBIE N. LEE
TONY WILSON and GENE MeCUTCHEON

C urns and Hubbard at the Parade.

•

Clown...WvreIunn
•

11.1111k Wiln,Wilk it
,
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•
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At MSU's Homecoming
=EOM-

A
Happy
Homecoming

•

InIcrt l•ptlim About To fiappcn

i
Homecoming Queen Ranona Ligon.

and
were
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ties,

rray
I at-

Marvin Stamm Entertaining At Halftime.

Tootin' On The Tuba.

A Skydiver s Approach.

r
.

1
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/••

The Queen and Her Court, clockwise from lower left, Beti lean Fox, Barbara Kemper, Lis
Barriger, Pamela Graham and Queen Ranonapgon.

Itt I ing The Mark Mr 10,000 feet. •
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203 For Danny Lee.

•ie

Johnson's 4 Touchdowns Push Racers Past Buccaneers 34-21
•

- - By TONY WILSON
Sports Writer
.
With just over two minutes
left, East Tennessee was
moving The Buccaneers had
scored seven minutes earlier
in the fourth quarter to cut
Murray State's lead to 13
points.
wNo, with third - down and goal at the Racer six-yard
line, a touchdown • would
certainly. add spark to East
Tennessee's thin chances of a
victory.
Quarterback Mark Hutsell
faded back and tossed to a
receiver near the left side of
the goal line. Racer defensive
end Bill Shannon tipped the
pass, and Jeff Gardner picked
off the attempt to guarantee
Murray State's 34-21 victory
before a Homecoming crowd
estimated at 13,800 in Roy
Stewart. .Stadiurn Saturday _
afternoon.
The name of the game, at
least through three quarters,
was- the Racer offense —
specifically,. the rushing attack: more specifically,
Danny Lee Johnson.
Johnson, a sophomore who
already was leading the Ohio
Valley Conference in -rushing
average, evidently wasn't
satisfied with that distinction.
The East Prairie, Mo., native
garnered 203 yards on 27
'carries for his best performance of the season.
Oh,Johnson also scored four
touchdowns, tying a Murray
and OVC record, as the
Racers never trailed in the
contest. lie now shares the
mark with-Rick Fisher, who
accorriplished the feat against
Evansville in 1969.
Johnson upped his rushing
average to 137.6 and now has
rambled for 963 yards. If he
maintains that .pace Through
the remaining four Murray
State contests, he will finish
with 1,515 yards, 112 better
than the Racer record'of 1,403,
set by Don Clayton in 1973.
While it was primarily the
running of Johnson that
maintained the lead over East
Tennessee. it was arm of the

--Hutsell that- -MO -bit-___.yarda- The fiat 42114 came Martin suffered a broken nose
team close.
after Johnson bikike two duiing the gaihearid'elated
He completed 19 of 40 at- tackles en route to the goal as a doubtful starter Saturtempts for 267 yards, in- tine.
day. Lindsey Hudspth, whaled
cluding 7 II 16 in E-ases last ."When I get close to the end all defenders with 10 tackles,
possession before the Gardner zone, I guess I just get goal twisted an ankle. His status is
interception.
line fever," said Johnson. also listed as doubtful.
Murray had its highest "Breaking those tackles Just
The Racers travel to Richyardage total — 477 — of the came naturally to me."
season.-But the Bites, thanks_
Only one fiunble.was lost by _ mond Saturday to face
mainly to Hutsell's arm, either team. Murray's Tony Eastern Kentucky, which fell
outgained the Racers by two Boone picked up the miscue by out of first place in the conyards.
the Bucs'Jimmy Dykes late in ference following a 17-16 loss
"I think we let down a little the first quarter, giving Boone to Western Kentucky.
after getting ow- lead." said fotir recoveries in the last "I don't like that result," said
Gottfried. "I was hoping we
Gottfritd. "We have to play three games.
intensely for the entire game
"It's not so much my play as could catch them off guard
if we're to win."
it is the guys on the line hitting Now they will be mad anc
The lead Gottfried spoke of hard enough to make them ready to play."
— at least, the biggest one — drop_ the ball," said Boone.
Murray then faces Austo
was 27-7 on Johson's two-yard "I've just been lucky to be in Peay and Eastern Illinois
or.
plunge, his last touchdown of the right place when it hap- the road before closing the
the day. Johnson missed the pens."
season with Western Ken
entire fourth quarter due to a
Murray quarterback Mike tucky at Stewart Stadium
minor back injury that ap- Dickens:v.0mo* off an injury. Nov. 18.
parently will not intre_liirl? tP that forced him to miss last
miss any action.
week's game With 'Middle
Tyrus Brown, the starter at Tennessee, cqmpleted 7 of 15
Itoco.•1*e SIVIWINO
fullback, picked up 72 yards on passes for 84 yards.
Itten
Alans,
24
24
Downs
13 carries, and,said Gottfried,
And, though the Racer First
39-212
Rushes-yards 61-393
did he usual excellent job of secondary was blistered by Passi9g
267
34
!ids
479
477
blocking for Johnson.
Hudsell's 19 completions, Total offense
19-40-2
745-1
"That guy is totally un- Gottfried felt it was more the Passes
6-28.7
6-31.0
Punts-avg.
1-14
3-5
selfish," said Gottfried. "And East Tennessee quarterback's Punt ret-yds
440
443
Kick ret.-yds.
that's what it takes for a back skills than a breakdown by his Interceptions-yds
1-0
248
like Danny Lee to pick up all players.
4-30
5-29
Penalties-yin
2-1
2-0 ,
those yards — someone
"Hudsell is just a good Fumhles-loat
willing to sacrifice personal thrower, and his offensive line
arm rarer,/
gain for the good of the team.
Rushing - Danny Lee Johnson, 27gave him great protection,"
Turnley,
George
6-75; ryrus Brown,
203
Brown, when told of Gott- said Gottfried. "It's hard for
13-72; Zech Issacs, 4-65: Maine Perine,
fried's comments, reactly the secondary to do much with 1-0; Mike Dickens,6-22.
Pissing - Mike Dickens,7-15-1(SC.
modestly. "Danny Lee is the that combination."
Receiving - Jeff Braaten, 3-30; Keith
easiest guy to block for I've " Prior to Saturday's game, Swearington,
1-22: David Thomas, 1-15;
ever seen. He reads my blocks Hudsell ranked 19th in Greg King,lir, Denny Lee Johnson.14.
Donny Lee Johnson runs in an open field during Saturday's game against East Tennessee. Johnson found plenty of room against the
Pealing- Wes Furgeraon,6-1114-31.4.
so well,he's gone before I see Division I-AA national passing
Puntretwin - Clint W1111=14,3-5.
Buccaneers, scoring four times and rushing for 203 yards to lead Murray State to a 34-21 triumph. Also shown is Murray's Reggie
statistics with 13 completions
Kleine returns - Williams, 14,
Pope (60).
Austine Patine,3-59
But the ground gainers don't a game.
Staff Photos by Tony Wilson
Interception, yams- Jerry Powell, 1stop with Johnson and Brown.
Parachutists from Fort 19: Jeff Gardner, 1-9
There was also George Tur- Campbell -- members of-the
lead.. tackles, assists Hudwelk 164; David-ffeagax
-114; BiB
nley 75 yards on $ attempts Screaming Eagles 101st Shannon,
5-3: Tony Boone, 9-2; Billy
— and Zech Issacs:-.65 on 4.
Airborne Division — landed in Levit:s, 5-1; Chuck Marquess,5-1. .
ir boy Sowed
Issacs yardage -total was Stewart Stadium in a pre
MV - Danny Lee Johnson, 26 nal;
helped by a 43-yard touchdown game ceremony to present the David
Thomas. kick; 1:03,1st
MU - Johnson, 4 rim; Thomas kick; C
run --that -SLUIrd the final-- game- ball, to-Micials
1st.
Murray points with 12:09 left
Ronona Ligon, a Bardwell —2:07,
ET - Ron Boyd. 2 run; Plesa. kick
in the game."That hole was so native,
was
crowned :57,2nd
MU - Johnson, 57 run; Thomas, kick;
big," - said Issacs, "a Mac Homecoming queen.
3:01, 3rd
Tampa Bay Buccaneers Oakland's Ken Stabler into 17 eight games. Sherman Smith
By the Associated Press
truck could have driven
The victory over East
MU - Johnson.? run. kick failed; :39,
Upsets, both on and off the beating the Chicago Bears 33- points.- Stabler has now led Seattle's offense with two
3rd.
through it. That offensive line Tennessee pushed the Murray
ET - Johnny McFall, 11 pass from
thrown 19 interceptions in short TD runs.scoreboard, were the order o; 19.
is something else."
State record on the plus side —
Mark Hutsell• Pless. kick; 13.it.4th
Tampa Bay Coach John
business Sunday as the
Johnson spotted the Racers 4-3 — for the first time this
MU - Zach Issacs, 43 run; Thomas
kick; 12:09,4th
National Football League McKay said it best: "We're no
to a 14-0 first-quarter lead with season.
ET - Shelbey C.gueltus, 41 pass from
season approached its mid- longer a pretender but a
touchdown runs of 26 and 4
Defensive tackle Bruce
Hutsell; Pleas, kick; 9:22,4th
contender."
way' point.
In _the day's other upsets,
The Los Angeles Rams were
knocked from the unbeaten the Baltimore Colts trimmed
ranks by the New Orleans the Denver Broncos 7-6, .the
Saints'and Seattle and Tampa New York Giants beat the
Eddie —Runt and Ron - topped Kelly and Bob Hopkins
Bay flexed their muscleswith Washington Redskins 17-6, the Beshear defeated Merrell 6-1,6-2.
impressive victories on a day Detroit Lions stopped the San Brick and Steve Payne 7-6, 6-1
Eddir. and Lanette Hunt
which saw seven of 13 games Diego Chargers 31-14 and the to capture the title in Class topped Monroe
Sloan of
Kansas City Chiefs defeated "A" doubles of
go to the underdog. .
the Murray Paducah ond Sue Outland 5-7,
Meanwhile, people. were the Cleveland Browns 17-3.
State Homecoming tennis 7-5, 6-3 in the mixed doubles
In other games, the Min- tournament Sunday at the final.
upset in Dallas, too.
Not the Cowboys, who nesota Vikings beat the Green MSU tennis complex.
In the 55-and-over men's
defeated the Philadelphia Bay Packers 21-7, the New - In the men's "B" Singles, J. singles division,
Ed Chrisman
Eagles- 14-7 to climb into a tie England Patriots defeated the 0, Walters, Owensboro, whipped Bill
Wilson of
with Washington for first Miami Dolphins 33-24, the defeated Larry Kelly 7-5, 1-6, Mayfield 6-2,
5-7,6-0.
place in the National Con- Buffalo Bills blanked the 7-5. In the "B" doubles, Ben.
The "A" singles was canference's East Division. It was Cincinnati Bengals- 5-0, the Hogancamp and George Long celled due to
a lack of entries.
their coach, Tom Landry, and New York Jets topped the- St.
their star running back, Tony Louis Cardinals 23-10 and the
Atlanta Falcons defeated the
Dorsett, who were at odds.
People across the nation are talking about their life
It seems Dorsett missed a San Francisco 49ers 20-17.
size color portraits by
practice session this week, a
Cowboys 14, Eagles 7
TON-POGUESTUDIOS
no-no the way Landry runs the
Dallas got all its points in
Cowboys. So Landry benched
Mrs.
Joe
W.
Smith, Spartanburg, S.C. writes "I was
the second quarter, Bob
Dorsett-for the Eagles game in
very
pleased
when
I received your offer. We have in
Newhouse scoring on a oneoar living room a picture you made of our 18 year old
favor of veteran Preston
yard run and Roger Staubach
when she was 3 years old, Your photographer was most
Pearson.
throwing an 11-yard touchhelpful. She is an asset to your company."
Archie Manning fired a 19down pass to Drew Pearson.
yard scoring pass to Tony
TOM POGUE STUDIOS
Galbreath
with
2:28
Seahawks 27, Raiders 7
Is coming to Murray at the Vernon's LTD on Oct. 24,
remaining for the game's only
The Seahawks turned four.
Tuesday. See our big ad in the Ledger & times,today. '
touchdown as the Saints interceptions thrown by
shocked the penaltyplagued
Los Angeles Rains 10-3.
That leaves the Pittsburgh
Steelers as the NFL's only
unbeaten eam. The Steelers
play host to the Houston Oilers
tonight, winding up the eighth
week of the NFL's first 16season.
week
East Tennessee runner Lohnn McFall is smothered by Murray State defenders Lindsey Hudspeth (22) and Jerry
Powell(11) in the
The two most recent exRacers' 34.21 Homecoming victory at Roy Stewart Saturday. Assisting are Bill Shannon (93), Bud Foster (43) and
Bruce Martin
pansionists both evened their
(79).
records at 4-4, the Seattle
Seahawks knocking off the
thskia,,d

Despite Tony Dorsett Benching
eys Climb into Firsillinace
Homecoming Tennis
Winners Announced

Broenngmeyer Chiropractic Center
Announces Increase In Staff

FOR
RENT
Service
Station

Texaco Service Station
For Lease-Oct. 1
15th and Main
Established Location

Best Location
In Hazel
Newly Painted
Extra Large Bldg. &
Lot.

Solid Potential
Cal: Texaco Plant
753-2321

Texaco
753-2321

Kentucky Central Life
4v

is proud to announce the opening of

The Murray Branch Office
For The

Consumer Savings Division
1600 Dodson Ave.

twarteri at -

-

153-2555

Wadklifs—copt-,
European Open

By the Associated Press
WALTON HEATH,England
— The inaugural European
Open Golf Championship
finished in the gloom of an
English fall evening Sunday,
just about the way every
organizer dreams - in a
three-way tie after 72 holes of
see-saw golf.
•
American Bobby Wadkins
ca"rne out the winner and local
hero Bernard Gallacher tied
for second place with aqpther
American, I*.„Gil Morgan,
after a sudden-deathplayoff

National Football hoarse
At A Glaare
By The Associated Pres.
Americas Cenirce
East
W L T Prt PP
Now Vngland
6 2 0 750 174
Miami
5 3 0 1335 193
5 3 0 625 191
N Y Jets
Balttrnwe
3 5 0 375 112
3 5 0 275 142
Buffalo
Cestral
7 0 0 1 008 1W
Pittaburgh
Horton
4 3 0 571 110
4 4 0 500 124
Cleveland
Clndiviati
0 8 0 MO 01
West
•
5 3 0 025 123
Denver
5 3 0
Oakland
925 150
4
4 0
Beattie
9172.
2 0 0
Kansas thy
NO 117
San Oleg°
2 4 0 201 142
Neale& cooleretieo
Fast
6
2 0
laden
703 174

PA
134
138
10
1/14

172
77
110
131
149
CK1

127
ial
181
171

HS
134
133

4

1

N Y Giarga

S

3 .11

54111141.144310

4

4

& Loeb

0

0

IP

0

too 94 113

(
14•1011/

Wadkin.s. from Richmond,
Va , came off the 73rd green
after sinking trip 3 feet for a .
birdie-3, to hear that eider
brother- Lanny had *on the
Garden State PGA in

ivretmurne,-- A-ustrinix--

Gram'Bay
*wawa*
Tamp. Bay
(thaw0
Las A0(4441
Atlanta

New(Mesas

---untribergen

4
4
4
3

7
4
4
5
I
Weal
1

0 750 179 133
I $01 111 019
I 1111,1 29
I ./f/t I31 146
S -.IN Me 1*1
0

NI 199

Dr. Fred & Marguerite Cot
Cardiology
Chiropractic &
Nutrition
Marguerite laboratory

Mzrie Myers
Licensed Practical Nurse
Physical Therapy

t03

706 141

an 153
4 sca 140

IVaatington

Or, M. Broeringmeyer
Chiropractic &
Nutritional Speciality

II

4"( 51111 lit 130
4
NI 10 1134

will include: E.K.G. 8 interpretation -Circulatory
Evaluation-Complete laboratory tests and interpretation-physical -thercapystrac tion-Magnetic medicine and Chiropractic."

Services

Rout* No. 3, Hwy 94 East, 4 miles, Phone 753-2962 for appaihriiiiht.Hours: Mon through -Tfturo.7-44,-.mt- to 5 p..-nyr.,- Friday 9
,0"„topoom. Other hours by special antoolatmerit.
•
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Football Fever

Racer Men Top
SEMO Runners

4-21

' CAPE GIRARDEAU,Mo Jerry Odlin, David Rafferty
and Pat Chimes placed onetwo-three to_pace the MurraY
State men's cross country
team to a 23-32 victory over
Southeast Missouri Friday. .
Odlin completed the fivewile course in 24:58, followed
by Rafferty in 25:11 and
Chimes in 25:32.
Other Murray finishers,
their places. and times were:
Mitch Johnston, 7th, 25:54;

iVicijors Struggles To Rebuild Vols

Keith O'Meally, 10th, 26:30;
Mike Thompson, 14th, U:03;
and Danny McAslin, 15th,
28:14,
Rtrhard Charleston -andDavid Warren, two ot the top
Racer runners, were out
becuase of an ankle injury and
the flu, respectivety.
The pair' should be ready
when the Racers travel to
Murfreesboro for the Ohio
Valley Conference __championships Saturday.

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. - The
swelling orange tide eirelse
Loudon Lake and flows along
Neyland - Drive before emptying into Neyland Stadium,
capacity 80,250 going on
89,754).
Inside the bulging horseshoe, graying, balding men,
some with canes, stand erect
and receivb t salute from
those who remember and
those who have heard tell of
how an underdog Tennessee
football team whipped the
pants off Alabama 50 years
ago.
They represent the relics o!
the team of 1928 - Hackman
McEver, Decker and Dodd but, more than that, they art
living testimony to the birth of
the South's foremost football
rivalry and a legend.
--- The legend is that of the late
'Gen. Bob Neyland.
'Sure, the Neyland in-.
fluence is still strong here,"
acknowledges Johnny Majors,
the onetime. All-America
tailback who left a national
championship team at Pittsburgh to come home and try
to rebuild his alma mater's
sagging football fortunes.
"When I see 85,000 people
pouring into that stadium, I
realize it is a tribute to the

Blue Team Wins
MSU Scrimmage
chipped in seven for the
losers.
The scrimmage was part of
State
the
Murray
Homecoming festivities
Saturday.
Blue 58
Allen Mann, 8-10, 2-3, 18;
Roy Taylor, 6-10, 1-2, 13;
The scrimmage, the first of Barry Snow, 4-5, 44, 12; John
the season since practice Randall, 4-9, 1-1, 9; David
began eight days ago, con- Lowry, 3-6, 0.0, 6; Herman
sisted of a 20-minute first half Boyd,
0
0-0,
0-0,
a 10-minute second period.
Roy Taylor add& 13 and
Gold 48
Barry Snow, a transfer from
Tom Leffler, 5-6, 4-5, 14;
Paducah Community College, Kenney Harrunonds, 2-8, 5-7,
12,for the winners.
9; Robert Kelly, 2-4, 3-4, 7;
The Gold squad was led by Gordon Melton, 3-8, 0-0, 6;
Tom Leffler, a senior forward, Bobo Jackson, 2-3, 1-1, 5;
with 14. Kenney Hammonds Keith Oglesby, 1-6, 3-5, 5; Tom
added nine and Robert Kelly 4dams, 1-5, 0-0, 2.

Allen Mann, a 6-6 junior
forward from Detroit, poured
in 18 points to lead the Blue
squad to a 58-48 victory over
the Gold in a Murray State
basketball scrimmage
Saturday morning in the
Sports Arena.

against the
s Reggie
hiny Wilson

;

e.

Sherman Smith
ffense with two

is
md Bob Hopkins

Lanette Hunt
iroe Sloan of
Sue Outland 5-7,
t mixed doubles
and-over men's
in, Ed Chri.sman
11 Wilson of
1-7,6-0.
ingles was canlack of entries.

Lady Harriers
FinisitSecond
Wendy -Slayton took third
place to lead the Murray State
women's cross countrY-teiiiri
to a second-place finish in its
Racer Run at the Murray
Country Club Saturday.
Illinois State won the event
with 27 points, followed by
Murray (39), Vanderbilt (88)
. and Louisville (96). Memphis
State, scheduled to compete,'
failed to field a complete
team.
Slayton completed the 5,000meter layout in 19:16. Glenda
Calabro , was the next-best
• Racer finisher, fifth in 19:26.
Other Murray runners, their
_places and tithes were: Diane
Holmes, 7th, 19:38; Becky
Beckman, 9th, 19:46; Sharon
Macy, 11th, 20:22; Lisa Baker,

)on Oct. 24,
nes,
today.
_
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National Basketball Association
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Festers Confereece
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• 3pieces
• crispfrench fries
• 2Southern-Style
hush puppies.
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"I have no idea whether said a bewildered Abernethy.
anyone else touched it,'.said "I didn't see anything after
the 6-foot-7 Johnson, a that."
remarkable jumper."I know I
Elsewhere in the NBA, Los
had a hand on it. Abernethy
could have had a hand on it. Angeles defeated San Antonio
He was swinging down at the 134-121 and.Phoenix outlasted
ball, trying to knock it back Portland 124-116.
Lakers 134,Spurs 121
upcourt. I swung toward the
The Lakers won their first
goal and my left hand carried
game of the season in their
it in."
"1 tipped it' out toward -the 'home opener after three road
center of the floor, I thought$ losses.

It oitrocisenne Cacita,,P.

mid 4 7.m..Sittweleys, re Imam
/savory slob. novispoper. Cans

_
-.IYIPPE-FIC440ANOW ISTRIT hinV lath

Majors sees football teams
turning to the late general's
close-to-the-vest policies.
"Neyland concentrated on
fundamentals," the Tennessee
coach said. "He stressed
kicking and defense. His
philosophy was: Try not to
lose the game before you try to
win it."

it-ster.
weed** or4 p.m. sieverevys
teguerwee delivery.
11

Fait Tennessee quarterback Mork Hutsell completed 19 of 40 passes against Murray State Satur.
definit the Racers won 34-21 to hand firif year coach Jack Carlisle (right) his fifth loss in seven
games.

******************************************
Net Annual Yields

Guaranteed Annual Rates

8.00
1.15
1.50°
6.15
6.50
5.157
/
J20

O 8-10 year Certificate of Deposit* with a $1.000 min. dep.
O 6-7 year Certificate of Deposit* with a $1.000 min. dep.

O
0
O

4 year Certificate of Deposit* with a $1,000 min. dep.
212 year Certificate of Deposit* with a $1,000 min. dep.
1-2 year Certificate of Deposit* with a $1 000 min. dep.
90-day Golden Eagie Passbook wi

100 min. dep.

.33%
06%
7.19%
.98%
12%
5.92i
5.39/0
0

Net Annual Yield

Effective Annual Rate

min. dep.
• (Li 0 Day in-Day out Regular Passbook with a $1.00
te.
We also have a 6-month Money Market Certifica
4% above the
1
which earns a Guaranteed Rate of /
bills
average discount rate of 6 month U.S. Treasury
in the latest weekly auction.
withdrawals

.Substantial interest penalty required on early
Interest on savings Compounded Daily.
from Certificates.

******************************************
"The place where thousands are saving millions"
La Center Branch-NOW OPEN!
Murray Branch-NOW OPEN!
FEDERAL

HOME

•I *A•I

ASSOCIATION SAVINGS AND LOAN PADUCAH,KY.

between 5.30 p.m. 1111111 6 p.m..,
Nort4ev-tritley, or 3:10 p.m.

? for opFriday 9

Majors, 43, never played for
Neyland but he was a triple
threat -tailback on the Tennessee team in the mid-1950s
during the general's tenure as
athletic director, and he drew
from the tough, old army man
a rare compliment.
"That boy is the best allaround athlete I've ever

Although a two-touchdown
Tennessee
underdog,
outgained Alabama Saturday
341 yards to 311 yet lost the
decision on two costly fumbles
and an interception.

Winters'Block Saves Bucks

By the Associated Press
Marques Johnson sank the
winning points at the final
buzzer, but he never would
have had that chance if it
hadn't been for Brian Winters.
The score was tied 107-107 in
Bucks'
Milwaukee
the
Basketball
National
Association game with the
Golden State Warriors Sunday
night when Winters blocked a
shot from Phil Smith,grabbed
the ball and called time out
Dick Fosbury a Oregon with one second remaining,
State won the gold medal in setting up a winning basket by
the 1968 Olympic High Jump Johnson.
at Mexico City and made the
Before that, Winters scored
"Fosbitry Flop" a household 3'7" points, including -seven
name.
straight 'baskets that accounted for all but two of
Milwaukee's points in the last
6:45. The other basket was
Johnson's shot that gave the
Bucks a 109-107 victory.
'We thought they'd either
call a lob pass or free Brian
*for a last-second shot," said
Golden State forward Tom
Abernethy."When Brian tried
to pick me and the ball was in
the air, we knew it was a lob.
We thought we defensed it
pretty well."
But not well enough.
Johnson' outleaped Abernethy
and Smith - both of whom
claimed they got a hand on the
ball - and tipped in the
decisive basket as the buiier.
sounded.

Plus Regular Drink
Reg.
$2.28
-physica1-

defeats, and 12 ties. He forged
one 22-game winning streak,,
had one year in which his
team was unbeaten, untied
and unscored upon and was
national champion in 1951. He
died in 1962.

Staff Photos By Tony Wilson

as

yers
aCtiCal Nurse

A record 85,897 jammed
Neyland Stadium for the
UCLA season opener and
85,436 showed up for Saturday's 50th game with
Alabama, won by the Crimson ' That's when Tennessee.
Tide 30-17. The stadium is to falling from title contention,
be expanded into a bowl ad- sent an SOS,saying: -Johnny,
we need you. Come home:"
ding more than 9,000 seats.
Majors responded.
Neyland came to Tennessee
Last year Majors' Volunas an Army captain in 1926, teers were 4-7 and this season,
saw his coaching career in- losing a frustrating game
terrupted by two calls- to Saturday to Alabama 30-17,
military service, finally they have fallen to a 1-3-1
retired in 1952 after compiling mark, with tough games
a record of 173 victories, 31 ahead.

Glen Jones(49)and Greg Evans sandwich East Tennessee running bock Johnny McFall Saturday
*in Murray State's Homecoming game with the Btittoneers. The Racers won 34-21.

SPECIAL

rites "I was
We have in
7 18 year old
ler was most

nethintim&"

seen," Neyland said.
But, it was administrative
talent that Majors took first to
Iowa Stale and then.to Pittsburgh, reversing football
trends at both institutions alld
climaxing his career with a 120 national championship
season at Pitt in 1976.

Didn't Pass This Buc

14th, 20:53; Mary Ann
McConnell, 19th, 21:12; Lynn
-Barber,20th,21:25;
Becky Pytosh, 25th, 72:17;
Lida Bittel, 27th, 72:41; Peggy
Turner, 29th, 22:51; Patty
Bittel, 30th, 22:54; Dianelle
Brennen, 32nd, 23:32; Debbie
Klaproth, 34th, 25:11-, and
Debbi Bittel, 38th, 29:11.
The Murray women travel
to Bowling Green Saturday for
Kentucky
Western
the
Invitational.

ut their life

winning tradition started by
Neyland. I am conscious that
Tennessee fans will settle for

•
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Consumers Are Left To
Seek Health Insurance

-Atkins Declines State
GOP Audit Request

1. NOTICII

"It is for this reason that
By SY RAMSEY
feel we cannot dedicate the
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API-=-staff time and moneg,
State Auditor George Atkins, a necessary to comply with your
Democrat, has declined a request."
The auditor said he has a lot
request by Raymond Overwork still to do "aiod ouC
of
.street, a Republican candidate for governor, for an priorities must be placed witif
the accountability of state
audit of state GOP finances.
"While your request does government's expenditures of
interesting tax dollars."
present
state..
Overstreet, - a
I
possibilities, must decline on
the grounds that the priorities representative from Liberty.
of this office are prohibitive," in Casey County, told Atkins
EAST V%IN'NERS - A country. ham raffle was conducted by the East Calloway
the
auditor said in a letter he wants to know what hapElementary School Parent-Teacher Club. Prizes were presented to the top three
pened to about $44,000 the
Saturday.
salesmen and to the top selling cLissrooms. Pictured, front row, left to right, Christian
Declaring that Overstreet is GOP received from a state
Smith, tied for third place award of $10, Tabetha Johnson, tied for third first place of
correct in saying he is the income tax checkoff. He hand$10, Greg Edmonson, first place award of $25; Glen Brandon, second place award of
auditor. of 'ail the jsople, delivered his letter to Atkins'a
$15: Ernie Edmonson, coordinator of the raffle; back row, Martha feet, Barbara Mcoffice last Wednesday.
Atkins added:
Cuisine and Bill Miller, tea( hers of the top selling classrooms.
Atkins also is a candidate
for governor next year, on an
antiadministration platform.
"As auditor and its a taxpayer, I have previously
expressed my concern as to
the way both political parties
have been allowed to use the
dollar checkoff revenues," he
said. "I have had great
is
other
hand,
the
on
Easterly,
a state. senator he opposed to 1, Hopkins is ever the realist reservations on the lack of
By SY RAMSEY
these
the
keep
that
bachelor
a
abortion while his opponent, who knows how to count and controls placed on
Associated Press Writer
•
funds."
in
race
congressional
also a senator,supported it.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)understands that backers will
He noted that when there
of
belief
the
despite
suspense
To
a
Jewish
at
organization
"If I were a Democrat, this
tend to tell him only the good
raised
questions
were
wouldn't even be a contest," many observers that Hopkins Lexington, he says the signs.
within •
expenditures
regarding
ascendancy.
the
in
is
of
Jerusalem
separation
Larry Hopkins mused during
Still, though his gait is
"the
Party,
Democratic
the
advisers
and
his
Hopkins
should not even be a weary at the end of a day, the
a short break in his into
steps
took
itself
party
a
have
on
to
settled
appear
item
in
Mideast
negotiable
creasingly tense campaign for
vision of a post not dreamed of
outside
an
by
audit
an
secure
probably
they
peace talks.
congressman in the 6th strategy which
last spring beckons.
CPA , firm. This might be a
will continue to use in the
But his bread and butter
District.
It turns out that Hopkins had
to the situation you
solution
a remaining weeks: rtin against theme is the same to all- set up a political action
is
Hopkins
But
the
within
described
and
excessive
government
big
farmers,
businessmen, committee to run for governor
Republican, in a Bluegrass
Party."
Republican
area where Democrats have a taxation and charge his op- workers: the nation is in - probably an uphill endeavor
The Democratic audit was
5 to 1 registration margin, and ponent with being a captive of trouble because "60 percent of - when GOP congressional
made public a few days ago, .
,,,..
labor.
big
the
..the
are
pulling
......,„
people
of
opponent Tom Easterly
nominee Mary Louise Foust of
no
showed
it
In this conservative-leaning wagon while 40 percent are Shelbyville suddenly an- and
Frankfort has begun to
irregularities.
in
and
Hopkins,
of
city
home
it."
in
riding
adnounced her withdrawal,
muster the state
Overstreet, 'a critic of the •
the agriculturally-dominated
A typical day for Hopkins claiming labor financing for
ministration's support.
GOP establishment, said he,
the
counties,
surrounding
a.m.
and
4:30
about
begins
Easterly was overwhelming.
To an Optimist Club
asked lor the audit . after
Hopkins stepped into the failing to obtain a response'
meeting earlier in the day, Repuhlicans believe that ends sometime about 11 p.m.
with
meeting
is
approach
all
help
from
the
with
Even
void - not, he said, as eagerly
Hopkins, a stockbroker who
an adequate staff and as believed -and the contest from Larry Van Hoosa,i_
will be 45 Tuesday, com- success. '
executive director of the
It had better, for Hopkins' volunteers, and the haven of took on a new hue.
mented: "I know the power-of
Republican Party, about the'
massive
a
needs
, headquarters in a suburban
Now, it's possibly just as a source _of money for a-.$587
the administration. It's We sake. He
area—
it
,
appeared
the
shopping'ceritei
in
-marginLextrygtotl
copy of Two newspaper liquor purchase.
David fighting Goriath7'-But in a more private to offset Easterly's strength in rather grueling.
headlines, dated Nov. 8,
legislator
The
capital, and he must
hypothetically describes it: acknowledged he was immoment, Hopkins wondered if the state
to
Then
speech.
breakfast
A
in
standoff
-Hopkins Defeats Easterly" plying that tax checkoff .
the administration, under at least fight to a
headquarters to catch up on or
"Easterly Wins By Narrow money had financed the liquor
constant criticism for various the district's 15 other counties.
and mail and answer and make Margin."
appearance
In
alleged irregularities, could
purchase.
seems like telephone calls. Next a tour of
do.his rival much good on Nov. behavior, Hopkins
a factory or large office- the
would
party
his
what
just
7.
Proctor and Gamble trip was
It is such seemingly con- conjure up for this type of
The Black Death was a form
called off because the building
race.
the
plus
situations,
tradictory
III of bubonic plague which
Of medium height, Hopkins had a fire, but another office
of a canspread _ ‘through _Europe in fatiguing efforts
slender, wears rather headquarters was substituted.
is
—
didate with- a
1. LEGAL NOTICE
1. NOTICE
1348.
Later, a tour of the
modish glasses and keeps his
I WILL NOT BE responsitile
in
a
walk
Then
stockyards.
short
hair trimmed on the
for any debts other than my
.14
Lexington, own, as of October 19, 1978.
side, with just enough gray downtown
Kenneth H. Wilson.
soliciting votes. At night,
showing for distinction.
He has a soft voice in there was a political- forum
keeping with his low-key, cool and finally a women's
SALE OF BOAT. Pursuant to
K.R.S. 376.280 the following
speaking business reception.
His
manner.
boat will be sold at public
normal
is
this
Actually, all
-geStures are adequate enough
abction
70' Cargile, Registration No,
to hammer home some points activity for a race which
KY43080.
extends beyond a usual
without seeming wild.
Time: October 28, 1978, 11:00
He has the type of presence legislative boundary.
A.M.
Place: Harbor Hill Marine,
But the pace and scope is
and confidence, perhaps
Rt. 3, Murray, KY.
stemming from his occupation new toTlopkins, who said his
Terms: Cash on date of sale.
be
has
shall
Purchaser
as jstockbroker, which make eight-year-old son Josh
responsible for removal of
absence,
his
by
affected
that
been
feel
acquaintances
new
property from premises
WERE YOU
- - - I WASN T
guy, though two older daughters
nice
a
within 10 days of sale.
he . is
TIPPED?
Boat may be inspected
T I PPE - I. WAS
knowledgeable but not pushy. and wife Carolyn take it in
during regular business
his stride.
down
plays
He
,
or by appointment.
hours
LIPPED
og
Recently, he said, he simply
Phone. 502 474 2278.
Republican affiliation, as
would any GOP candidate who took a couple of days off and
does not have political suicidal went fishing with Josh, who he I LEGAL NOTICE
I. LEGAL NOTICE
said called it the best vacation
tendencies..
his
of
life.
not
does
he
Methodist,
As a
Despite what Hopkins calls
neglect 'sensitivities of other
Commonwealth of'Kentucky
the fervor of his cause and
denominations.
AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
To a priest at Frankfort, he supporters and even with
Frankfort. Kentucky 40601
a legislative voting funding which has enabled
submits
C117/ UMild Foxfwe
record which indicates that as him to outspend his opclonent 4
December-1. 1977

sunie type of health in- probably can convert your
By LOU ISE COOK
surance; Americans pay over policy to an individual one, but
Associated Press Writer
S20bilhwiaryearsipremiums. you are likely to pay more for
- 1111Ifte--pollttrtwos
new. government less protection.
A
about national health insurance, consumers are left to publication, "How to Shop for
There are two basic types of
'seek their own protection and Health Insurance," issued by coverage: hospital and
individuals can find that'HEW's Public Health Service, medical-surgical.
thousands of dollars depend on offers some help for conBasic hospital coverage
their making the right sumers. It is available, at no -provides protection against
charge, from Consumer hospital bills for such items as
decision.
A report issued last week by Information Center. Dept. _zoom. food, x-rays,.laboratory
the Department of Health, 582G. Pueblo, Colo.,81009.
-tests, drugs and use of
Most health insurance Is. operating room facilities.
Education and Welfare said52
percent of all medical bills sold to groups- of employees, Some plans provide what are
were paid by third parties, association members, etc. called service benefits. These
including government and Group coverage is usually plans cover the full cost of
private insurers, in 19767 By cheaper than individual hospital expenses for a
the year 2000,4ird parties are protection and is often more specified number of days.
expected to pay 75 percent of comprehensive. The disad- Other plans offer indemnity
vantage of group insurance is benefits; they pay a stated
the bills.
An estimated 80 percent of that when you leave the group, amount or percentage of the
the population is covered by you lose the coverage. You costs.
medical-surgical
Basic
coverage is designed to pay
Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
doctors bills you incur while
hospitalized. You will get a list
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WKMS-FM To Present
Several NPR Programs
WKMS-FM, the public radio Sunday, Oct. 29. Herman and
voice of Murray State Leming, who have just signed
University and a member for a special series of comstation of the National Public mentaries on "All Things
Radio (NPR) network, will Considered," create a star,
•••••••Irrea
broadcast several NPR - tling conversation with the
highlights American branch of the
programming
02 CAN IGOFOR
month.
next
the
within
Dracula'family tree.
c_TL
iE e.tirODLE 7
-‘
These programs at 91.3 on
McRae,
- Carmen
the FM dial include:
recognized as an outstanding
- The live premiere perjazz vocal stylist, in a "Jazz
formance of Carlo Maria Alive!" performance from
Giulini as the new music Los Angeles at 9 p.m. Sunday,
director of the Los Angeles Nov. 5. A veteran of the Count
Philharmonic at 10:30 p.m. on
Basie and Mercer Ellington
Thursday, Oct. 26. The concert
bands, she has won praise
will feature Beethoven's
critics, musicians, and
from
"Symphony No. tin D Minor,
audiences' for
international
Opus 125" and the "Egmont
her own' special brand of
Overture."
musical storytelling.
- "Otello" as a production
- A salute to jazz legend
of the San Francisco Opera
Hampton in celebration
Limiel
p:m.
1
at
Saturday,
Company
anniversary as an
50th
his
of.
Oct. 28. Future San Francisco
in a "Jazz Alive!"
entertainer
live-onbe
recorded
to
operas
ti,t 9 p.m. on
presentation
tape for NPR release on WK*ore than 15
19,
Nov.
Sunday,
"Billy
Include
1978
'MS-dartng
of them
many
musicians,
Budd" on Nov. 4 and "Tosca"
him in
join
alumni,
Hampton
p.m.
1
at
25,
both
- on Nov.
• - A rare interview with a an annivecsary tour as they
done by the play before some of Europe's'
"vampire"
r
—
Clucago7based comedy teOuL"---tttf.1!,8rPrifigyor..AITIMIttirPest'
of Nate Herman and Warren critics, begirin.kng af
*A/0MM #140krea5
Leming as a special edition of Grande Parade-Cu-Jou
VAT' 1.45FITNIN6 rt.Ary'
t,baliriod::at A
-Tfteefttc- lotveyeP
-

Honorable Julien M. Carroll, GO% ernor
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Frankfort. Kentucky
Honorable Hobert O. Miller. County budge and
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court
Murray. Kentucky

•

We have examined the Statement of Assets. Liabilities and Fund •
Balance Arising From Cash Transactions of Calloway County as of
/one 30. 1970. and the related Statement of Operations From Cash
Transactions for the year then ended. Our examination was made in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. *and aci-Xir- ;
(tingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing prixrdurex as we-considered necessary in the circumstances.
We also comiticted testy of compliance with state and Federal law and
regulations including Federal revenue sharing requirements.
We recommend the Fiscal Court establish an inventory control oi
ledger ovf fixed assets. This ledger should contain a list of all fixed assets
belonging to the connty whether purchased from excess fee or directly
from a budget account. We have discussed this recommendation in
more detail with the County Judge. County .Attorney and County .• Court Clerk.
In. inir opinion. the arcoMpans ing financial xtatemem• present
fairly,.-the saws, liabilities and +Ind balance rirising from the rash -0!. transactions of Calloway County at June 10. 1nTri, and its revenue .$
collected and expenses pied during the year then ended. WI a basis ;

""'"ihatui the Dre"41illa
4
'
1 41
'
'
44
Itekneetfull
/a/ George I,. Atkins
Auditor of Pith* Accolints
Thu. elbow transmittal letter accompanied the audit report
presented Fiwal Court and is published purstiont to KliS 43.09012).
Copies of the complete audit report are available upon request by
contacting the-Aiirlitor of Public Accounts. Room 108..C.apited Annex,
Frankfort. Kentneky 40(101.
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ic Party, "the
took steps to
it by an outside
is might be a
e situation you
the
within
irty."
retie audit was
i few days ago, ;
no
showed

diSplalyaysaandsd
classified
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader,
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.
BUILDING 50' X 96' on
Industrial Rd. Offices for
rent in the National Hotel
first floor. Call 753.5000 or
753 5595.
_

Phone Numbers
For The
, Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As follows
News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail 'Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
CirClassified,
culation and the
Business Office may
be reached on 7531916 and 753-1917.
It's A
Fact

Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specialty. At

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

'a critic of the
Iunent, said he I
le audit . after
amn a response'.
Van Hoose,_
rector of the
arty, about the
ciey for a- 4587

DENTAL ASSISTANT No'
previous
experience
2 day
1
necessary. Usual 4/
work week. Write resume of
work -exfsuiePrsa." and
give 3 re erences to P.O. Box
32-E, Murray, Ky. 42071.

WILL 9IVE SOMEONE
firewood to cut Wood for me
753.0957
•
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
Tamps. Ceti733-447T7

We Soy, UM Or Trod.
Used Furniture or Sppliences

STUDIO

legislator
he was imtax checkoff.
anced the liquor.;

eWeddingG

•Pbrtraits

753-8298

Part time female. Day
help %%anted. Must be
18 years of age. No
phone calls. Apply in
person, but NOT beteen 11 an-i. and 2
p.m.
MATURE WOMAN TO DO
housework One day a week.
Call 753 5992
FOR
'POSITION
OPEN
medical assistant. Must have
some previous experience in
physician
office.
Send
resume and reference to P.O.
Box 943, Murray, Ky. 42071.
REGISTER-ED-. NURSES
and LPNs. Applications
being taken for _nurses aids.
Apply at Westview Nursing
Home, S. 16th. Murray, Ky.
WANTED MAINTANENCE
MAN. Apply in person at the
Regal 8 Inn, S. 12th. St.
Murray.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
work
AID
NURSING
eveining for elderly or
convalesant in the home. 753
1690 days or 759.1636 nights
after 9 pm.
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
ESTABLISHED RETAIL
business with exciJsive
notional brand product lines.
Price approximately 2 times
annual net plus inventory.
Owner retiring. Call Loretta
Jobs Realtors at 753-1492.
IMMEDIATE OPENING IN
Murray area. Age 21 or over;
night travel.
no over
Excellent fringe benefits and
opportunity for promotion,
above average earnings, no
experience necessary. Call 1247-6867, Mayfield, Ky., 8:30
am to 4:00 pm, Monday
through Friday.
12. INSURANCE

'

NEUBAUER
-

We are now writing insurance
on mobile homes, with 3 different companies. For best
rates contact Wilson Insurance end Real Estate, 302
N. 121fi . 753-3263.

Swimming
Pools

rog‘

REALTY

5271468 • 753-9625

Puidom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

••

WILSON

Weekends & Evenings Call
Joe Kcnnor 436 5676
flud Nell 753 4864
Moil Beth Smith 753 3383
Hetet Brandon 753 15(3
Don Tucker 753 1930

Waldrop Realty

-In Business
Since 1_9,56'
753-5646
LEVEL
ONE
UNIQUE
Design for easy relaxed
living! Master bedroom with
sitting room and bath area,
den with fireplace, plus all
the necessities, located on
large country lot perfect for"
your family to enjoy. Call
JOBS
LORETTA
REALTORS at 753-1492.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
FOR RENT OR SALE I/2
acre lot ready to move on,
city water, $30 per month
with option to buy. Roberts
Estate, 3 miles east of
Murray. Call 753-3745.
FOR SALE BY OWNER: Lot
2 mile east of Murray, on
/
11
good road and 500 ft. of hwy.
94 East. City water, ISO
restrictions, not in a sub-"cliviaicirs.--Call 733-7466 day.and 753-2394 nights.
TWO EXCELLENT lots in
Keniana subdivision, on
road.Community
blacktop
water $3,000 - $3,400.
TUCKER
R
DONALD
502 Maple,
REALTOR
Murray. 753-43-42.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
HOUSE, 1617 College Farm
Road, brick, three bedrooms,
one bath. Call 753.7909
MUST SELL! 2 bedroom
frame house with full
basement. All appliances
and - draperies stay With
house, Good location at 602
Vine St. Priced in teens. Call
after 4.30 pm,753-9924.
47. MOTORCYCLES
1977 KAWASAKI 650, $1600
Call 759-4104
1972 SL 350 HONDA, good
condition, $325. Call 492-8102
after 4 pm.
411. AUTO.SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
guarantee, 85 amp, $26.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
49. USED CARS

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-47158
SPACIOUS %I ACRE corner
lot for trailer between hwy 94
east and 288 --near East
Elementry School Wooded
on west side of lot. Call
7534405 after 5 pm.

753-5646
436-2294

Apparel Industry

Buy I or all 7 Cornmetal lots located in
Pine Bluff Shores
priced starting at
$1500.

-

20r So Ft

•

753 4142

'MOVE HIM OVER'TO SHOCK TRAUMA
HE GETS HIS BILL IN THE MORNING."

MINI
STORAGE

MECHANIC

40's. Don't let this one
get away. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

2 STORY BRICK
/
3 BR 11
House, sewing room, rum.
pusroom, 704 Olive, near
health center, downtown,.
public library. Central gas
heat, airconditloned, gar
bage disposal, dishwasher.
Basement, livingroom,
diningroom, kitchen, breakfast nook, fireplace, front
2 bath. Priced to sell,
/
patio, 11
by ap$39,950. 6hown
pointment only, John Pasco,
753-2649 or 753 5791.

•

EYES
and imagine your
family in this home for
the holidays Beautiful
3 BR,112 bath home on
professionally landscaped lot, 3 car garage,
central heat and air all this and mOre.
Must be seen to appreciate

I53-3213

u2 *Lot

nientor cootri.1
of all (iced it.isets
fees or directly
onimendation in
ney and County

I.

Garan, Inc., a leading apparel
manufacturing has a need for an experienced sewing machine mechanic
at its Clinton, Kentucky manufacturing
facility. Phone Collect

• Plant Manager
Tom Shoemate
502-653-4321
e

Art

equal opportunity employer M F

mtemenja present
g from the earth-4
and it. revenue
ruled, on a book

building,
40 X 60 FOOT
suitable for workshop, air
compresser supplied. 1215
OUguid Dr. Call 7534995.

3$. pairs-SUPPLIES.
AKC REGISTERED St.
Bernard puppies, 4 male, 5
female. Call 753-5696.
INTRODUCTIDRY OFFER.
$9 for grooming - all breeds of
medium and small dogs
October 16 through October
30 at Sudsbury Park. We
groom with Tender Loving
Care. By appointment only
Call 759 4140, 9 to S. Monday
through Friday.

Help Wanted
Now hiring for: Shift Leaders-Cooks'
Bussers
Dishwashers
- and Waitresses

he audit report
KRS 43.ISN112)•
• iupon reipierit by t
I..Capitol Armes.
.'

Dellanti's Restaurant
oft

)201 Chestnut
:
ay,ry.
No Phone Calls Please
-

- 41111111I

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturda!, 7 30 til 5:00

Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301

Murray
Datsun Inc.

PHONE
502-685-4961

604 South 12flt Street
Phone 1502) 7$3-7114
Murray, Keefe* 42071

(This alphabetized pep will rvA 111414114 - dip it fres
the paper and save for Moody reference) •

Quality Service Company
Heat Pump Specialists"
Modern Sheet Metal
Service Departments.

201 Walnut Street

NEW OFFICE HOURS

Fire
753-1441

Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs

41,

InInt,t ,u,..eping in
the fine Ai
tradition

Poison
Control
Center

Kelley's Termite

801 SycarnOte-

LAKE LOTS
Lake front lot at Rockcastle Shores. Really
nice. Lots at Baywood
Vtsta. 7 LOU-,- all
wooded.

GeY4Polift MI/el '
P.C. Collie 753-5122
.

7W-7734-

ON PENNY
ROAD
4 BR frame holneon 112
acre lot. Second house
off #121. Freezer, range,
refrigerator. washer &
dryer included. Has
dining row A large
family home
Lrinise Wei 5'3-24Or
Pleatice Dunn 713-5/21-

Carrier

Police
753-1621

753-9290

Pe1f1 SHAVE $1.25
Pela NIAR CUT 51.50
FOO NOSPITAI a Novi( CALLS Mill 11a-4013

GUY SPANN
REALTY

BURET UKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price $110,000.

Dial-A-Service

toe ir,,nori 436-5616
Nod Hall 753-48611
au.v Beth Swittu 151 3383
Hotel thorden 153 1 513
Don Tucker 753-1410

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
iilitie. and Fund
ay County as of
ion. From Ca.h
inn wee made in
arrls. ,and iscFor, and much other
C circumstances.
Federal laws and

REALTOR.
or,
7534101-753-7531

Donald
Tucker
Realtor
502 Maple

0111111/

MI TIN
Ill
.1
Net,/

4424747

TICE

BROWN VINYL RECLINER and maple stereo. Call 7537791.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
44111111k
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1
413-6469 In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753.6760
COUNTRY HOME: Extra
D1976 United Feature Svackcate Inc
18. SEWING MACHINES
/023
large 3 bedroom,2 bath home
FOR SALE Used Singer
on large lot, attached
sewing machine, Zig-Zag, a"
garage, fireplace, central
regular attachments. Sews
heat and air and many nice
perfect, fully garented. Full
features: Priced in mid 40's.
cash price, $39.50. Payments
Located only minutes from
can be arranged, call Martha
city limits on Locust Grove
Flapper 1-354-6521 or write 38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
Priced
Road.
Church
43. REAL ESTATE
Rt. 5 Benton, Ky.
reduced. Phone KOPPERUD
PeALT..URS
▪
AKC REGISTERED Tiny
for
REALTY, 753-1222
19. FARM EQUIP.
Toy Poodle puppies. Call 753details.
FARMER SPECIAL, stock 0957.
prods by Shox Stock, model
E-24, $9.99, model HD-30, 43. REAL ESTATE
511.99, Sabre 6 MOde1,-$16.179. ARE YOU LOOKING for a
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
house in the county but are
FARMER SPECIAL. fence on a tight budget? Take a
South 12th at Sycamore
at this two bedroom, one
look
controls, by Shox Stock,
TELEPHONE 753-1051
K
in
house
bath
irksey.
also
It
electric or battery op
has a I ivi ing room, nice
39,99 and
perated,
BOYD-MAJORS49.99. Wallin Hardware, kitchen and eating area.
There iS a large garagewith RARE FIND FOUND Ideal
Paris, TN.
REAL ESTATE
for
or
restaurant
Music
barn.
fixer
area
the
work
for
and
NEW IDEA one row, pull
Its an antique general store
753-8080
pick.kr. Good upers a large unfurnished that's loaded with
type corn
characcondition„ $800. Call 436-5418 upstairs that could easily be ter.., wide stairway with
"Professional Services
made into a third bedroom.
after 4 pm.
With The Friendly Touch"
Priced at $15,500. Phone balcony and railing. Call
22. MUSICAL
LORETTA
JOBS
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753ESTABLISH ' YOUR
REALTORS at 753-1492.
BALDWIN PIANO with 1222 for all the information,
OWN BUSINESS bench, for sale, likeriew. Call 60 ACRES OF SALE in New
Property
436-2123.
Business
Providence community. Just
listed this farm which is all
26. TV-RADIO
located at intersection
CB RADIO, Ham equipt- fenced and cross fenced with
of Hwy. No. 121 South
approximately 7 acres of
ment, Linears. Call 474-2748.
dr 444 at New Concord.
wooded land, 15 acres of good
SALES
HOME
27. MOB.
bottom land and the rest in
Building & fixtures FOR SALE, 12 X 64 Viceroy, pasture. Also on lovely
large lot. Suitable for
3 BR, all electric, washer and hillside is well and septic
side system ready for hookup
by
side
dryer,
1.11 BOYD-MAJORST]
most type business.
freeter, range, with trailor or new home. All
refrigerator.
REAL ESTATE
New roof & paintedall new carpet, glass sliding this at a realistic price-Low
753-8080
door and air, $5000. Call 753- 305. Phone KOPPERUD
gas pumps available.
4074 or 753-1877.
REALTY,753-1222
Priced in the Teens.
"Professional Si rv,ces
TWO
SALE:
FOR
Real
With
Touch"
Frtendly
Thc
Boyd-Majors
12
home
BEDROOM mobile
liinfey Auction &
X 52. Partly furnished. Cott
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
plus
home
Mobile
753-9673.
Realty Sales
room addition on large
10 X 50 MOBILE HOME in
cot AMU AMU
flits Poplar-Benton
wooded lot in Old
excellent conditon. On choice
Auctioneer RealtorAppraiser
shaded lot in Baywood Vista
Almo. Out building
Ph (901479-2986 479.3713
on Kentucky Lake. This
Scoth Fultop Tenn__
_home is_set .anctready _tf3
and tosxl_Zarden
11J1 1
Immediate
into.
move
Only $7,500. Better
possesion. Contact Bobby BRAND NEW CABIN Rustic
hurry and call BoydFutrell, 753-7668 days and cypress
Living
exterior.
REAL
MAJORS
753-2394 nights.
room with beamed ceiling,
753-8080
1978 14 X 70 ELECTRIC. Like kitchen with stove and
ESTATE
new, see at Fox Meadows B
refrigerator, 2 bedrooms and
today. -Boyd-Majors
2.436.2711, $13,900.
1 bath. New carpeting,
SEARCH AND SEIZE..
Real Estate, 105 N.
furnished with couch and
28. MOB.'HOME RENTS
Search thru this business for
12th.
and chair, dining room table and
HOMES
MOBILE
the many advantages it could
mobile home spaces for rent 4. chairs, one set of bunk
afford you and seize the
at Riveria Courts. Call 753- beds, and curtains. This
opportunity to make it your
cabin is insullated. Good buy
3280.
LOT ON S. own today.. business plus
at $9,900. NELSON SHROAT COMMERCIAL
12th St 1.61 acres with over fixtures and- merchandise..
29. HEATING & COOLING
CO REALTORS. 759-1707.
285 ft of road frontage. Ideal Do yourself a favor go look.
HEATERS Electric, Mat
JOBS
LORETTA
for francAise business. Hard Call
*hews-4000 w A.stack,04.99
to find this size 161 in this " REALTORS.at 7531492. Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
area. Contact NELSON
wood
Automatic
KING
SHROAT CO. REALTORS,
heaters, $159.95. Wallin
759-1707.
Harddware, Paris, TN.
31. WANT TO RENT
FAMILY WANTD TO RENT
'ID-MA)
2 or 3 bedroom house in city
or country. Call 753-8905.
REAL ESTATE
32. APTS. FOR RENT
753-8080
Murray, Kentucky
FURNISHED APARTMENT
close to hospital, water and
Professional Services
753-4451
sewer furnished. Call 753.
With The Friendly Touch'
1450.
HELLO HAPPINESS.
Income property, N. 3 epts.
FOR RENT, 3 room fur110$1141 upstairs would make
. in this 3 bedroom, 2
nished apartment, Waldrop
goad apt. with very Nttle inDrive. 753.3264.
bath B. V. Kitchenvestment. Cal 753-3263 for
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
family rm., range,
data's.
NICE 3 BEDROOM brick
dishwasrefrigerator,
One of the better homes and
house. Appliances furnished.
her,
References and deposit, 314
carpeted
farm in Calloway County is
N. 6th. 1 247 4386.
this TS acres of bottom land.
throughout. Garage.
507 lowie
36. RENT OR LEASE
3 besireosn, betkaand bail
Handy to shopping,
is) 4347
brick bona. Coil for apgroceries, etc. Low
pointment 753-3263.
Mini
SHUT YOUR

liVeRS BROTHERS S. Son
1972 BUICK LaSabre, extra General hOrTle remodeling,
clean, best otter. Call 49- framing, aluminum siding,
2118
gutters, and roofing. Call 1.
COLLECTORS ITEM 1,71
or
,
„9
2.41
‘
6,7
.'
Lincoln Mark III, loaded "5
_
aer
eJzsasu
-e•
td
with witujohtwtt
repairs- calls
"Oat
1962
Also
condition, $2500.
jack
parts,
• hydraulic
Dodge Charger, $750. Call 1- of
rebuilding,-prices starting at
354-6317.
317.50. Hwy. 1346 off 94 East
1970 CAMARO, good con- Call 436-2788.
dition, new tires, rocket CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
wheels, 474.2326 after 5_pm.
minor
screens dinstal led,
Coupe repair walk by Cliff Heegei,
1965 CADILLAC
DeVille, 41,000 original Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps "
miles, one owner car, new Call 759 4878,
Mechelen tires, runs like CARPET CLEANING, at•
been wreaked.,
new,. nexer
reasonable rates. - Prompt. original paint. Chance to own and efficient service. Custom
new Cadillac. Call 753-5288
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
1977 COUGAR XR 7. Green CAN'T GET those small jobs
with saddle Landau top and around the house or mobile
interior, all the extras. Call home done? Carpentry,
759.4902 after 6 pm.
plumbing,
painting,
1977 DATSUN B-210, air, AM- aluminum siding, patios,
FM stereo, custom wheels, small concrete jobs, call 136.
good condition. Must sell 2562 after 5 pm.
Call 753-2414 or 753-0389
DO YOU need stumps
1969 DATSUN 510, 4-door, removed from your yard or
tires,
new
Sedan, 4-speed,
land cleared of stumps? We
$575. Call 753-8124.
can remove stumps up to 24"'
CHARGER,
below the ground, leaving
-1973 DODGE
77,000 miles, engine and body only sawdust and chips. Call;
for free estimate, Steve Shaw'
good,$900 Call 767-6102.
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 4351978 FIAT SPIDER con- 4343.
vertable, air tape-cassette, FENCE SALES at Sears
very low milleage. Call 753- now Call Sears 753.2310 for
764.
tree estimates _fOt your
6 cyl. needs.
1975 MAVERICK," automatic, power steering, FOR ALL YOUR small
air, AM-FM stereo, delux carpentry, concrete, paininterior, new tires, one owner ting and paneling jobs call
condition. 753.9561 after 5 pm.
car, excellent
irqr
j
45,000 actual miUes, can see estimates
at Phillip 66 Station at 5- GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Points, or call 753-3571, 753Sears continuous gutters
8124 after 5 pm.
your
per
installed
1974 MONTI CARLO, runs specifications. Calf Sears
good, body in great shape, 753-2310 for free estimates.
53,000 miles, $2300. 1972 El
BLOWN IN by
Dorado Cadillac, tike new INSULATIONon these high
inside and out, 67,000 miles, Sears, save cooling bills.
heating and
$2000. Call 436-5680.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
1972 MONTI CARLO, low estimates.
mileage. Call 753-8678.
I DO PAINTING. Call 7531974 PONTIAC LaMans, 8762 ask for James.
automatic, power steering,
ELECTRICIAN
brakes, air, nice car. 36,000 LICENSED
installation, will do
actual miles, one owner. Call and gas heating and sewer
753-6147 or 753-8124 after 6 plumbing,Call 753-7203.
cleaning.
pm.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
50. USED TRUCKS
prompt, efficient service.
1966 DODGE, 2 TON truck, call Ernest White, 753-0605.
with grain side, 2 speed axle.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call 753-3090.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
1973 DODGE, Adventurer, Music Center, 753-3682 or y53-..
brakes,
power steering,
7149 after 6 pm.
automatic. Brown and gold.
excellent
ROOFING,
Call 753-3090.
Call 753-1486
references.
51. CAMPERS
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
LATE MODEL CAMPER
ask for Shelley.
and
Chevrolet
Top. Fits
SAVE ENERGY. BlOwn-in
Dodge short wheel base. Like or bats insulation. TVA
-new. &In, Also 41-.. 357-- -materterf approved.-Free
Magnum, model 19-5185. Call
estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall
436-5680.
Contractors Inc., Cadiz, Ky.
WHITES CAMPER SALES. Call (5021•924-5541.
Your local Star Craft dealer.
WET BASEMENT? We
Complete line of parts and
make wet basements dry,
Non-toxic
accessories.
work completely guarancamper anti-freeze, $3.99 per
teed. Call or write Morgan
gallon. Located 4 miles from
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Murray on 94 E. Call 753Box 409 A, Paducah, Ky.
0605.
42001. Phone day or night 1S2. BOATS & MOTORS
442-7026.
TUNNEL HULL racing boat
WILL BABYSIT in my home
and trailer. Good condition, days. Also ironing. Call 759$700. Call 436-5680.
1275.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
WILL BABYSIT A CHILD, in
APPLIANCE RVPAHR and" my home week days. Age 2.5
years old. Call 753-7547.
work. Also
refrigeration
small electrical jobs. Call_ WOMAN WILL DO house
753:0762 after 5 pm.
work. Call 759-4615.

or-In-Shop

JOHN C.

•205 ie. Sti

IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
AIR COMPRESSERS for
sale at Dill Electric. Murray
Drive Inn Theater entrance.
Expressions,
COR R ELLE
Western Ky. Pools
all patterns, 20 piece sets,
'S30.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
Paducah, Ky.
CHAIN SAW chains, 3ns inch
pitch for 16 inch bar, $10.25,
20 inch, $11.99 and 24 inch,
4OR WATKINS - Products, $14.55. Wallin Hardware,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S. Paris, TN.
lt3th., phone 753-31211.
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, triple
X 30", 517.88.
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to wall pipe 6"
Instulation kit, $26.95. Wallin
help you. Call Bible Facts,
Paris, TN.
Hardware,
759-4600.
CONSOLE STEREO, with 8track tape player, 5150. 1350
We now have the
BTU airconditioner, 550. Call
759-1915.
Love Studio negatives.
Inclosures
FIREPLACE
If you -had pictures
with glass doors and wire
„ made at Love's during
mesh draw screens. All sizes
the past 25 years, we
and finishes, $64.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
can supply you with
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
reprints.
Call 436-2758.
CARTER1969 FORD VAN, 1977 Curtis
PHOTOGRAPHIC
Mathis, entertainment
center. Call 753.7861.
STUDIO
FIREWOOD FOR SALE
713-8798
Call after 1 pm,759 4088
old
restore
and
copy
We
LADIES RABWIT FUR
•
photographs.
COAT, size medium, perfect
conditiion. Call 759-1972.
WHAT WE do best is care. MOBILE HOME anchoring
N eed I ine, 753 6333
equipment now available at
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
I. NEL P WANTED
COOK WANTED Apply at 4 NEW MAO. Polished
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
Stadium V iew,..g.r._AWy in with - 2 --4.-60 14 Goodyear
person only cstween-1 am"-White letter tires, $J
1":"
Phone: 753-7393.' .
end pen.

I

TWO DUPLEX LOTS for
sale at reasonable prite.
Both lots for a total price of
Phone KOPonly $4500
PERUD REALTY,753-1222.

Hodge & Son, Inc.

CARTER
TOGRAPHIC•
I' PHOTOGRAPHIC'

3.3 GOOD STARTER. Economic
and
comfortable
home
located near the university
this home has fireplace in
living room an
is nicely
COGOVIINNI --141trovgliotti
attractive paneling and Wall.
to wall carpeting. This price
is right for a fast sale in the
teens. Phone today for all the
information.
KOPPER UD
REALTY, 753-1222.

U. SERVICES OFFERED

41. USED CARS

p.REAt.ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE

6. HELP WANTED

8 Pest Control
No S. 13th St.

753-7588

Murray,Ky.

753-3914

mnan's
Rentals
Noose, pasha. wee. sawn;
power end (*scree, NW, mil
etc

153-5703
- 802N IfIthStreet
ra

le-

CHIMNEY SWEEPS

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

-6952

•Reftnishing 8 Repairs
•Cystom Built Furniture
*Antique Brats North...tote
*Cistern Beat K,tchan
Cabinets

492-8837 I-

Business
759 4878

Murray-Callsway
County Hospital

• •
REFINISHING 8
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE

Hwy.641 So.

Taber's
Body Shop
24 HOW Wrecker
Service

753-3134
753-6171
1301 Cloestnut-Murray

Radio Cab
Company

TAXI CAB
- SERVICE
6 a.m.-Midnight
,7 Days A Week

Phone - .
--• 753-5351 •
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Will Be Here Tuesday

Riteslield Sunday

Final Rites Held

For Mr. Carraway

For Mrs. Farmer

Ralph Churchill Is
Dead At Age Of 73

Ralph Churchill,formerly of
Final rites for Ocus
The funeral for Mrs. €hlora
Carraway of Murray Route Farmer, widow of Homer Calloway County, died late
One were held Sunday at two Farmer, was held Sunday at Saturday afternoon at a
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H. 2:30 p.m. at the chapel of the hospital at Fort Worth, Texas,
- --eierefifil Perierai-Iferrieviitit -r--Blirlocir-Colerrian Home with where he resided.
Mi. Churchill had been with
0. D
McKendree, Ron Henry Hargis and John Dale
Childress, and Hays Grady officiating. Thomas Lee the Southwestern Baptist
officiating. Herbert Thompson Armstrong directed the Theological Senunary at Fort
directed tbe congregational singing with singers from the Worth. Born March 10,1905, in
singing.
Seventh and Poplar, Union Murray, he was the son of the
Grove, and Williams Chapel late James Horace Churchill
Pallbearers were Johnny Churches of Christ.
and Maud Brandon Churchill.
Steele; Marshall Brandon,.
Survivors include his wife,
Pallbearers were Jimmy, Mrs:--Ruth Stone Churchill,
Columbus Waldrup, Clyde
Phelps, Buel Hargis and Jackie, and Pat Butterworth, two daughters, Cheryl and
Wayne Clark. Burial was in Rex Galloway, Rodney Tid- Esther Carol, and one son,
well, Jerry and Carl Riley, Kenneth Ralph Churchill, all
the Friendship Cemetery.
Mr. Cerra way, 64, died and . Jerry Kanchki. Burial of Fort Worth, Texas; two
Thursday at Lourdes Hospital, was in the Murray Memorial brother; Ronald W. Churchill
Gardens.
Paducah.
and Max H. Churchill,
Murray. One sister, Mrs.
.greisgrt
grandchildr
.M
.. ea
Farme,s
87,
Survivors include four
Frances Shelton, preceded
Friday
at
Murraythe
daughters, Mesdames Fannie
him in death.
Mae Bowen, Wilma Byers, Calloway County Hospital.
The funeral is being held
Rheda Steele, and Bernice
four today at two p.m. at the
are
Survivors
Pulido; two sons, Thomas and -daughters, Mesdames Osro Harverson-Cole Funeral
Hugh Carraway; stepson, Butterworth, Harding Home, Fort Worth, Texas,
Jimmy Williams; sister, Mrs. Galloway, Mattie Lou Riley, with burial to follow in a
Goldie Holland;.sister-iMaw, and Billy Tidwell; two sisters, cemetery there. •
Mrs' Johnnie - Elkins; ft -:-Aine brother, 19 grandthildren,
grandchildren; 24 great 54 great grandchildren, and 11
grandchildren. •
grandchildren.
•__

Mrs. W. B. Nance
Dies With Funeral
Held, North Fork

Mrs, Allie Williams Mrs. Mary Ford-ls
Grover C. Adams
Dies This Morning; Dies At Hospital;
Dead At Age Of 45
Rites On Wednesday Funeral On Tuesday Mrs. Mary Ford of Benton

The photographer for The
State
Murray
Shield,
thiversity yearbook, will be
back on the campus on
Tuesday, Oct. 24, from 8:30
a.m. to twelve noon and one to
four p.m.
Mary Dorris, editor-in-chief
of The Shield, said the
photographer will be in Room
120 of Wilson Hall, and said
this will be the last time he
will be on campus to take
pictures forthe yearbook.
_Ms. Dorris said students
must have their identification
cards with them in order to
have their pictures made for
theannuat
—

Mrs. Mlle G. Williams, Route One died Friday
Mrs. W. B. (Ara Jane)
Grover C. Adams,formerly
widow
of Andrew Williams, morning at the Marshall
Nance of Route Two,Puryear, of Murray, died this morning
died
Sunday
at 4:.58 a.m. at County Hospital.Renton.
Tann.; died- ilea Friday at at 1:10 at the Fulton Hospital.
She was 45 years of age and
Lourdes
Hospital,
Paducah.
ternoon at the Henry County He was 85 years of age and
a member of the Union Hill
a Shejeas.
75
years
of
age
and
General Hospital, Paris, retired fanner.
had been residing at Parkview Church of Christ. .
Tenn.
Mr. Adams was preceded in Convalescent
Survivors include her
Center,
She was 77 years of age and death by his wife, two
husband, eLayman Ford,
Paducah.
a member of the North Fork daughters, and one son. Born
Born Feb. 27, 1903, in Detroit, Mich.; her parents,
Baptist Church. Born Jan. 31, April 20, 1893, in Murray,
he Calloway County, she was the Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton
1901, in Calloway County, she was the son of the late Tobe
daughter of .the late Jeff Edwards, Benton Route One;
was the daughter of the late Adams and Tinnie Downs
Kimbro and Emma Evans one daughtr- - Melissa Ford,
Thomas S!'Morton and Estella Adams.
Kimbro. She was a member of Detroit, Mich.; two brothers,
Orr Morton.
Edwards,
Ray
the Clarks River Baptist Johnny
Survivors include two
Mrs. Nance is survived by
Frazier, Mich., and Gary D.
Church in Graves County.
her husband, W.. B. Nance, to daughters, Mrs. Larue
Mrs. Williams is survived Edwards, Phoenix, Ariz.;
whom she was married on Wiggins, Union City, Tenn.,
three grandchildren.
April 22, 1922; one daughter, and Mrs. Nancy Lamb, by two daughters, Mrs. Opal
The funeral was -held
A.
Smith,
Symsonia
Route
Mrs. Perry Monese) Bran- Mayfield; two sons, Milburn
• Sunday at two p.m. at the
One,
and
Mrs.
Emma
L.
don, Murray; one son, William Adams, Fulton, and Talmadge
Federal-State•Market News 11111wine
Loveless, Centerville, Tenn.; chapel of the Collier Funeral ()rt.
23, 1971
D. Billy) Nance, Puryear, Adams, Water Valley; one
one son, Waymon Andrew Home, Benton, with Willis Kentucky Purchase MIS
Mw
Tenn.; four brothers, Cannon, sister, Mrs. Ruby. Manning,
Includes? Brew •
Report
Green and Ron Childress
Receipts Act. WI
Melvin, and Euel B. Morton, Detroit, Mich.; two brothers, Boyd, Ecorse, Mich.; two officiating. Burial
45111 Barrows &
was in the Gilts .50 lower Sows mostly steady inall of Hazel, and Joe Morton, Aubrey and Edgar Adams, sisters, Mrs. Polly Bucy, Darnall
stances 1 00lower
Cemetery.
Benton, and Mrs. Lorene
US14200430lbs. .$A2(1109S.few 52.50
Murray; five grandchildren; Murray; 19 grandchildren; 72
Milliken, Taylor, Mich.; two
US 2300-240 lbs
$51.50-52.00
three great grandchildren.
great grandchildren; two
US
2-3
240-250
lbs.
.
...
$50.5041 50
brothers, Charles Kirnbro,
1.1S 2-4 260-200 lbs .
.. $49.5040 50
, The funeral was held great great grandchildren;
Murray Route Five, and
Sows
Sunday at 2;30 p.m. at the several nieces and nephews.
The Hudson's Bay Co. we's- US 1-2-270450lb*
-$43.1044.00
Wilhlim Kimbro, Lynn GrOVei Incorporated
842.00-43.00
in 1670 by royal US 1-3300-300 lbs
North Fork Baptist Church
eight grandchildren; 12 great
US 1-3 450.500 lbs
943.00-45.00
The funeral will be held
with the Rev. James Phelps
charter to trade in regions US 1-3 500450
lbs.
.
545.00-46
.
Wednesday at two p.m. at the grandchild
US 2-3 300-500 I bs
94100.4200'
draining into Hudson Bay.
officiating.
The funeral will be held
Boars 33.00-36.50
Bethlehem
United
Methodist
Pallbearers were Kary
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
-Irvin, Tony and 4fx Nance, Church, Pilot Oak. Burial will
chapel of the Filbeck and
follow
in
the
church
cemetery
Bobby Barrett, Danny MorCann Funeral Home, Benton,
ton, and Ted Cooper. Burial with the arrangements by the
with the Rev. Leamon Blalock
Jackson
Funeral
Home,
Funeral services for
was • in the Oak Grove
officiating. Burial will follow
Howard L. Osbron of Hamlin
Cemetery
with
the Dukedom, Tenn., where
were held Sunday at two p.m. arrangements by Ridgeway friends may call after six p.m. in the Symsonia Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
today(Monday).
at the chapel of the Max
Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
funeral
home.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dan Tucker officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist.
Prices of stock of local'iriterest at
At Sirloin Stocked*, lunch Is fast — or It's
noon, EDT, today, furnished to thk
Serving as pallbearers were
freel Order any of our three October lunch speLedger k Times by First of Michigan,
Sonny Hooks, Junior Pittman,
cials, Monday ihru Saturday, 11 am to 4 pm. It it
Word has been received of one son, Ronelal Thompson, Corp,. of Murray,are as follows:
isn't ready in 10 minutes, it's FREE!
Edward Fitts, Wilson and the death of Norman Thom- one granddaughter, and one Industrial Average
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American
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ark -14,
North, St. Petersburg.
His nieces and nephews.
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Chemtron Corp., Chicago,Ill.
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General Tire
suri.ivetby_ wife is the former Lucille
"
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Goodrk
law
The funeral
a-41
41
-Hardee*
-Callow* liesday two sisters, Mrs. Nell Burks -Tittriiiston
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fieublee . ..
sal.
County.
IBM
He
2741, -2
was
a
member of chapel of the Gee and
and Mrs C. R. Beacham, two
3.5i4 +1.
Pitts
24%
brothers, Buron and Otis the Church of Christ.
Funeral Home, St. Peter- Quaker Oats
Survivors include his wife, sburg,
8,; -3.
Tappets
Osbron, three nephews, and
Bel-Air Center
Fla., with burial to Wal-Mart
241.WIC
Mrs. Lucille M. Thompson, follow in a
Wendys
2711 271,A
two nieces.
cemetery there.
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Howard Osbron's

Ross Williams Dies At Paducah Hospital Funeral Held Here
The final rites for Ross daughters, Mrs. Nell Faulkner
Williams, 77, of Symsonia, and Mrs. Louise Crouch,
native of Calloway County, Calvert City Route Two, and
were held Saturday at twc Miss Barbara
Copeland,
p.m. at the Clarks River Symsonia; one son, Earl
Baptist Church in Graves Williams, Mt. Clements,
County with the Rev. Leamon Mich.; one sister, Mrs.
Blalock officiating.
Charlene Pike, Birmingham,
Burial was in the church Ala.; two brothers, Edward
cemetery
with
the Williams, Paris Landing,
arrangements by the Filbeek Tenn., and Leo Williams, West
and Cann Funeral Home of Virginia; several grandchildren and great grandBenton.
Mr. Williams died Wed- children.
nesday at 9:43 a.m. at the
CALIFORNIA TOPS
Western Baptist Hospital,
WASHINGTON 1AP —
'
Paducah. He retired- from the
1.1kN Radropitwith X'vamp! California led the
lbtal life insurance policies at
service,
the end of 1977, according to
He is survived by his wife, the
American-Council of Life
"WV-re-ra Pificver uhains;
two daughters,. Mrs. Jane
Life insurance totaled $250.2
Gross.-Farmerville, La., and billion in California, while
Mrs Judy Donaldson, Nat- New York ranked second, with
chez, Miss.: three step- $217 billion.

Norman Thompson Dies Sunday
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For those who think ahead...
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Heres a $599,Christmas gift
that just possibly makes more
--serme than anything you've ever
given anyone (at any price)!
Never, EVER until now could you have dared to dream of walking into a store to buy a
computer "off the shelf." To take anywhere. To put to work (or play) immediately. Until
the advent of Radio Shack's breakthrough "personal" computer, the fabulous TRS-80"4
.
So start dreaming
. of the student, the teacher, the businessman, the person on your
gift list who has a NEED TO KNOW about today's complex electronic world. Or the NEED
TO IMPROVE in aptitude, in information handling, in numbers manipulation, in time
saving, in personal achievement. TRS-80 is the dream come true, the gift of a lifetime
that couldn't have happened until Christmas, 1978.
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THE 10-MINUTE
LUNCH -

Stock Market

TRS 80 is a coMplete made-by-Radio Shack system,
not an attachment to a TV set Includes 12" video
monitor, 53-key professional keyboard, microprocessor computer, cassette tape recorder, 232
page owner's manual and two games on a cassette
for practice and fun TRS 80 is e p a-n-d a-b -l-e
in' power, memory, computpr language, in acceptance of printers and other add-ons Don't dream of
anything lessl

Yr.1 $1pw

For those who care enough...
•
educator thanks

An
us for. "making possible the
tapping of human innovation and creativity on an
unprecedented scale A parent says his TRS-80
-investment is one of the most significant in value
ttkovr family and to the future education of our child
we have ever seen" We have kid and grownup customers, professional arid amateur' customers Think
it over Christmas is alnipst here Radio Shack is
ready TODAY!
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